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E D I T O R I A L

25 years into its existence, the World Wide
Web is a powerful tool to change the world.
However, technology serves no purpose on
its own. It is only useful when placed at the
service of a project.
And when it comes to original—and even
disruptive—projects, the entrepreneurs we are
going to present to you do not lack inspiration.
Each in their own way, aspire to revolutionize
fields as diverse as finance, cities, mobility, law,
tourism or even access to culture.
They are from France, Germany, England,
Spain and Canada and they all entrust OVH
with the hosting of their most precious assets:
their ideas. And we take great pride in it.
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Creator and editor: Hugo Bonnaffé.
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Photographer: Élycia Husse with contributions
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Many thanks to the customers who shared
their stories and their visions with us, and
revealed the technical aspects behind their
projects.
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Health/Environment
Working conditions are the biggest factor in absenteeism / Both polluting and
harmful for small-scale farmers, intensive agriculture is an outdated model /
Commercial buildings represent 40% of
French energy consumption / Administrative activities take up to 25% of health
professionals’ working time / Find out
how Green spin, GreenMe, effiPilot and
PetalMD address these issues.
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S P I N

New technologies
at the service
of precision farming
What is the ideal time for sowing and harvesting? How much fertilizer is needed? Is the use of pesticides justified? Mofato, the web
application developed by the German startup Green spin, can provide farmers with specific recommendations for every single field,
thus optimizing their work. Green spin’s algorithms analyze satellite images and exploit weather data from the last 15 years. And
this doesn’t only benefit the farmers themselves: reducing soil
contamination, these technologies are also good for the planet.
S TA R T U P S U P P O R T E D B Y O V H . C O M D I G I TA L L A U N C H PA D
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The next agricultural revolution will be digital
In the last 100 years, agricultural productivity has
never stopped increasing. This is thanks to progress
made in the field of plant breeding and genetics, the
introduction of fertilizers and other chemical agents
as well as the use of ever bigger and more efficient machinery. However, intensive agriculture has
reached its limits, and many farmers assume that
the next agricultural revolution will be driven by new
technologies and especially data exploitation thanks
to Big Data and Machine Learning techniques. Today, farmers use automatic GPS steering systems to
spread fertilizer with unprecedented precision, and
they also have digital tools that help them manage
their crops. “At Agritechnica, the world’s largest trade
fair for agricultural equipment held in Hanover (Germany) in 2015, attendees had the chance to discover
an unprecedented amount of attractive applications

and intelligent machinery. However, small-scale
farms often do not see how these solutions can benefit them,” explains Dr. Sebastian Fritsch, Operational
Director of Green spin. “In many cases, software developers or manufacturers are the winners – intelligent machinery or applications collecting data allow
them to improve their tools and guarantee that they
become the leaders of tomorrow. In the worst case,
farmers could become dependent on some software
developers, which in the end might take advantage
of this unbalanced relationship. And this is not good,
neither for farmers, nor end customers.” For all these
reasons, Green spin has come up with an alternative to traditional solutions. One that uses data from
freely accessible sources, without taking farmers
hostage.
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“Intensive agriculture
has reached its limits...”

Health/Environment

Reducing soil contamination
while increasing yields

A free application for
small-scale farms

In 2012, while still being employed at the University of Würzburg (Bavaria), Dr. Sebastian Fritsch and
Gunther Schorcht, co-founders of Green spin, decided to put theory into practice and to launch their
startup. They were joined by Clemens Delatrée, who
had worked as an environmental consultant in the
private sector before. In those days they were granted a founders’ scholarship by the Federal Ministry for
Economic Affairs and Energy (Bundesministerium
für Wirtschaft und Energie, BMWi) and officially created their business in 2013. Even today, they maintain
a close relationship with the Department of Remote
Sensing at the university where they conducted many
research projects, the results of which have become
the basis of Green spin technology. “We realized quite
early how geolocation data such as satellite images,
weather reports and forecasts could be useful in agriculture. For the most part, this data is freely available
to everyone, but it’s rarely used due to its complexity.
That’s how we got the idea of creating a tool which
processes data in the background and provides
farmers with simple and practical recommendations,
without them actually having to understand every
detail or the calculations used.”

Since its debut at the Agritechnica fair in November
2015, the number of users hasn’t stopped increasing.
What makes the application so attractive is the fact
that it’s free for small-scale farms. In return, the startup can continuously improve its solution thanks to
their feedback… and market it better to larger farms,
which also benefit from personalized support and
customized features.

The Mofato application downloads the latest high
definition satellite images provided by the NASA and
the European Space Agency (ESA), which provide
valuable information about the condition of crops,
and the app combines them with weather data to
display a dashboard indicating – for every single field
– the ideal moment for sowing, harvesting, spreading
fertilizer or whether pesticides are required. “In the
foreseeable future, farmers that use Mofato and its
planning tools will reduce their use of fertilizer and
pesticides, while increasing crop yields. This is not
only good for farmers, but also for the planet.”
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“We have more than 130 users in Germany. We are
now looking into Eastern Europe, especially Romania,
and plan to deploy on a larger scale in 2017. We help
these farms optimize their processes. In the future,
we want to go even further and promote networking between independent farmers, allowing them to
share their experiences and support one another.
We think that encouraging farmers to remain independent – both from software developers and multinational agri-food companies – is a great thing for
consumers.”

“In the medium term,
farmers using mofato and
its planning tools will need
less fertilizer and pesticides,
while increasing crop yields.
This is good both for the
planet and companies.”
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Behind the Scenes

Harnessing the power of OVH.com Dedicated Servers and Public Cloud
“An essential requirement of our application is
the scalability of the underlying IT infrastructure,”
explains Sebastian Fritsch. “For each farm, we
must analyze satellite images and weather information from the last 15 years. This volume of data
requires computing power to be processed. We
have joined the Digital Launch Pad program and

migrated our infrastructure to OVH.com dedicated
servers, with Public Cloud instances. This allows us
to carry out parallel computing – to faster display
our recommendations to users – and to easily scale.
With OVH.com as our partner, we are ready to tackle
any challenges that may arise.”
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The connected cube
that makes happiness
Since last June, tiny connected boxes by GreenMe have started
to colonize open work spaces.
The goal of the cube, developed and produced in France, is
relatively simple – to monitor the comfort level of working
employees while improving conditions and reducing energy
consumption of the buildings being monitored.
S TA R T U P S U P P O R T E D B Y O V H . C O M D I G I TA L L A U N C H PA D

In 2012, Alexandre Dugarry founded Aca-o, a small
software development company based in the south
of France. With his three employees and his business partner, Alexandre develops SaaS applications,
including menu-collectivite.fr, designed to allow the
catering industry to directly generate well balanced
menus. The company collaborated with ADEME
(the French Environment and Energy Management
Agency) to participate in a project concerning positive energy buildings. The agency’s mission is to reduce energy consumption for existing buildings to a
bare minimum. Seemingly simple, the project quickly
proved to be a bit more complicated than expected
when the team wanted to make the employees of
the buildings aware of the situation. “We displayed
diagrams but employees passed by without even
seeing them. Quickly we imagined to move on in a
more entertaining manner by converting savings into
distance covered in kilometers. But nothing worked, it
was clear that we were not able to engage employees.” To reduce buildings energy consumption, involving employees is vital. Alexandre recalls, “Indeed,
new buildings today are very efficient in terms of energy. As it turns out, a large part of energy overconsumption is not the result of a building’s design but
rather due to employees themselves.”

How to encourage employees
to save energy?
The key to the project was in fact in the notion of
‘comfort’, an abstract conception having concrete implications. “To hook employees, it is important to speak
about what interests them, what they can easily grasp.
Comfort emerged as an interesting anchoring point on
which we worked a lot,” explains Alexandre. From here,
GreenMe was born, a project making it possible for
anyone to monitor their level of comfort at work. It is
based on a tiny device in the shape of a cube, pierced
with several small holes and able to monitor ten
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parameters related to comfort and health including:
temperature, light quality, noise and air refresh rate.
The device creates twenty events every five minutes,
which are then aggregated and summarized in a
dashboard and a mobile application, available to employees as well as the human resources department,
managers, facility managers and the Committee for
Health, Safety and Working Conditions. For GreenMe,
these ten parameters are not enough to measure
the comfort of level of employees, which in essence
is a completely subjective notion. Equipped with an
accelerometer, the cube can be tilted to one side or
another depending on the feelings of the person who
is using it. One side corresponds to a positive feeling
while the other side indicates a situation of discomfort (due to a temperature that is too high or a shining
light, for example). Immediately, the person in charge
of building management is alerted and can intervene
as quickly as possible to transform discomfort into…
comfort.
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The connected cube
developed by GreenMe
is able to monitor
ten parameters related
to comfort and health
including: temperature,
light level, noise and
air refresh rate.
If Alexandre highlights the gains in productivity
achieved through improving employee comfort at
work, businesses call on him more and more within the context of their CSR policy (Corporate Social
Responsibility). GreenMe makes it possible to optimize the work environment on an individual scale,
but also – and most importantly – at the level of the
enterprise as a whole. The startup regularly gathers
the aggregate data and performs overall analysis. All
data is interpreted according to established rules but
above all, it is used to provide more comprehensive
recommendations allowing customers to achieve
substantial energy savings. Near the city of Lyon,
GreenMe has recommended to a large group, occupying more than 10,000 square meters, to leave the
lights off in its offices for three additional hours per
day... because keeping them on served no purpose.
At another customer’s location, the sensors sent a
general alert indicating that the air is too dry during
the winter period. By moistening the air, employee
well-being could be greatly improved.
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Behind the Scenes
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A 100% Public Cloud infrastructure
To build the platform that collects and processes the
data provided by these connected cubes, the startup
relies on Public Cloud by OVH.com. With 20 events
being recorded every five minutes, GreenMe estimates that each cube generates two million data records per year. In anticipation of growth, it was necessary to put together a scalable infrastructure able to
grow according to needs without having to regularly
reconsider the overall architecture of the platform.

Also, Public Cloud instances are employed as web
servers (to view data in the form of dashboards or
access the mobile application), API servers, MySQL
servers (for user account data) and make up a Cassandra cluster that exploits KairosDB to build a Time
Series type database. These machines are interconnected through an OVH.com vRack, assuring more
security and better performance.

GreenMe wins medal
at French CSR Night
With almost 300 devices deployed throughout
France, the startup has already conquered some
major groups; La Poste, EDF and Vinci have been
working with the startup for several months. To complete its approach, GreenMe has made the choice
to design and manufacture its cube covered in sensors, in France. For the plastic cases which house
the devices, the startup first tried to produce them
itself using two 3D printers but this proved to be
insufficient in keeping up with week after week of
increasing demand. So, the team turned to a third
party specializing in plastics, located just ten kilometers from the enterprise. From design to packaging,
the cube never leaves the region of its inception.
This controlled design policy and the project itself
earned the startup the bronze medal at CSR Night,
held in November 2015, as well as a prize won for
a contest sponsored by La Poste for French IoT.
From here, GreenMe still has a long road ahead.
Based on an infrastructure hosted at OVH.com, the
GreenMe adventure will continue in the months and
years to come, as the small cube is full of virtues
that have not been anticipated by the team. “Inevitably, when comfort and work conditions improve,
employees generally work better and are absent less.
We also noticed that this device improves the atmosphere between teams and their creativity by playing
with temperature ranges,” states Alexandre. This is
an observation that could have been made by Elton
Mayo during his experience at Western Electric’s
Hawthorne Works.
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In 1932, researchers attempted to establish a relationship between the working environment and productivity. An example of this was the modification of
lighting on the production line. After three years of
research, no concrete evidence was found correlating
increased productivity with working conditions. Elton
Mayo assembled a research team and reached the
following conclusion: higher productivity had little to
do with the modification in lighting but rather was
a result of the consideration shown to the workers
through the experiment and the social link it helped
create between employees.
Reducing energy consumption, improving working
conditions and creating a link between teams, all this
from a tiny cube developed and manufactured in
France, what more could we wish for Alexandre and
his team than success?

“When comfort and work
conditions improve,
employees generally work
better and are absent less.
We also notice that our
connected cube improves
the atmosphere between
teams, and their creativity
by playing with temperature
ranges.”
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In France, commercial buildings
represent 40% of national energy
consumption

E F F I P I L O T

Using algorithms
to reduce energy
consumption in
commercial buildings

If the connected household is about to become a reality, its equivalent for commercial buildings - a.k.a.
the “smart building” - is still in its infancy. For a few
years now, those buildings have been equipped with
connected heating, ventilation and air conditioning
systems allowing service providers to conduct remote diagnostics, for instance. “However, you’d be
surprised to know that those devices are still connecting using an STN (switched telephone network)
and operate on such a small quantity of RAM that it
makes it impossible for them to run more than three
programs simultaneously.

They represent such a large security risk that building managers would rather disconnect them to limit
those risks,” explains Cyril Dubus, co-founder and
CTO of effiPilot. As a result, and in order to make
sure that temperature levels are acceptable before
employees come back to their offices, heating systems are often left running at night, on weekends,
and during holidays. And this is why in France, commercial buildings represent 40% of national energy
consumption, a rather mind-boggling number in the
current context of the fight against global warming.

Who hasn’t gone past an empty office at night and seen
the lights on? This is ridiculous but it gets worse, not
only are unoccupied offices lit up but most of the time
they are also being heated (or cooled in the summer).
The startup effiPilot wants to put an end to this waste.
S TA R T U P S U P P O R T E D B Y O V H . C O M D I G I TA L L A U N C H PA D
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“Our solution allows users
to achieve 20% in energy
savings on average.”
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20 million data records per month/per building
processed in the cloud
Back in 2009, Cyril Dubus and two former classmates
had feelings about what could be done in the area
of smart buildings by bringing intelligence to very
low-level technologies installed inside buildings with
the use of a poweful data prcessing algorithm in the
cloud.
“Each of us pursued engineering studies in complementary fields: heating systems, thermal behavior
of buildings and computer science for me. This led
to the creation of our company: effiPilot. In concrete
terms, effiPilot is a SaaS solution that can connect to
existing systems inside buildings (heating, air conditioning, ventilation, lighting, energy meter - gas, electricity, water) to extract data from them and send it
to our OVH.com hosted platform. Using algorithms,
the data (around 20 million data records/month/
building) is processed to develop the best heating/
air conditioning strategies to adopt.

“The potential is huge:
commercial buildings
in France represent
close to 921 million m2
of space.”

Behind the Scenes

Those strategies are then transmitted to the buildings’ systems and that’s where we take over. We
take into account external factors such as weather
forecasts, the amount of sunshine (which can have
an impact on the perceived temperature, regardless
of the actual amount of heat), the prices of energy
suppliers at various times of the day, as well as the
occupancy rate of the building, all this in order to reduce energy consumption and increase comfort for
users. This technique has allowed us to achieve 20%
in savings on average.”
Today effiPilot is managing about 200,000 m2 of
buildings for some of the most prestigious companies in France. And the potential is huge: commercial
buildings in France represent close to 921 million m2
of space. “Our growth has been more rapid than expected and following several fundraising campaigns
in a row, we’ve decided to invest in expanding our
team, which now stands at 10 employees. All this has
also prompted us to do a full reassessment of the
infrastructure we’ve setup at OVH.com to receive and
process an exponential volume of data” (see opposite page).

A hybrid infrastructure, combining Dedicated Servers and Public Cloud
“Thanks to the Digital Launch Pad program, which we’ve recently joined, we’re receiving credits while benefitting
from great support in setting up our scalable platform, combining the power of dedicated servers (for the main
database) with the flexibility of Public Cloud (to perform asynchronous calculations, process logs, host our HMI, API
servers, and servers used for the continuous integration chain).”
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Allowing doctors
to devote more time
to their patients

The apple never falls far from the tree. When Patrice Gilbert, Jason Sweeney and François-Pierre
Bouchard founded PetalMD at the beginning of the
2010s, they definitely wanted to build on their experience with technology as applied to human resources.

petalmd.com

They had just spent several years at Taléo, a Quebec company that was bought by Oracle in 2012 for
1.9 billion dollars which has developed a SaaS talent
management platform. This brought them to next
challenge in healthcare, where red tape is particularly heavy and has become
a roadblock for communication between doctors and
schedule management. “Right
from the beginning, our goal
was to optimize productivity
for healthcare professionals
so that they can devote more
time to their patients”, says
Guillaume Robert, Marketing
Director at PetalMD.

Do you still picture doctors wearing pagers and having
to stop everything the moment the small device beeps?
Communication has greatly evolved over the past few
years in the medical field. As a matter of fact, this has been
PetalMD’s mission since its creation five years ago in Quebec City.
It is now a leader in the development of productivity tools for
physicians across Canada, and its Cloud platform powered by
OVH.com sparked the next revolution in the healthcare industry.
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Behind the Scenes

How Private Cloud guarantees
maximum flexibility and security
Improving medical planning
management
PetalMD first launched a SaaS scheduling platform,
which quickly convinced several hundreds Canadian
doctors. This platform makes it possible to update
availabilities and absences in real time as well as
exchange tasks between physicians. “And then hospitals became envious,” adds Guillaume Robert, “so
we had to adapt quickly”. That operation wasn’t so
difficult after all since several major Canadian institutions, such as the University of Montreal Health
Centre (CHUM), the CHU in Quebec City and the
Quebec Heart and Lung Institute are now using the
solution. And this is in addition to the 30,000 doctors
(out of 75,000 across Canada), mainly in Quebec
and Ontario, who make up the PetalMD network. “We
calculated that our solutions allow doctors to reduce
the time dedicated to administrative duties by 25%.
This represents a significant gain for patients, not to
mention satisfaction for the doctors who can finally
streamline their work time,” says Guillaume Robert.

Communicating
and learning securely
In order to expand their portfolio of services and propose a comprehensive offer, PetalMD then launched
an online appointment booking tool. This solution
has a positive impact on attendance rate and allows
doctors to synchronize their availabilities and preferences with appointments offered to patients. More
recently, a secure messaging application has been
released for healthcare professionals. Accessible
from a smartphone or a tablet, this tool is ideal for
exchanging confidential information while avoiding a
third-party.
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The collaborative side of this platform doesn’t stop
there since it also has a central library where doctors
can upload, consult and share all kinds of medical
documents. They can also get continuous medical
education for free, through conferences, seminars,
and training sessions offered by universities and the
Quebec Federation of General Practitioners.
As an additional proof of security, the platform is
compliant with HIPAA standards (Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act), based on the
American law regulating information exchange between the various players in the field of healthcare,
particularly regarding patients’ medical data. By
complying with the technological standards of this
law, which is slightly stricter than its Canadian counterpart, PetalMD is clearly revealing its ambition to
soon launch its solution in the US and… in Europe. If
America already has a mature and very competitive
market, Europe on the other hand is a little behind
in terms of technological healthcare management.
“Hospitals have contacted us from several European
Union countries and we’ll explore this ecosystem in
order to assess their needs, legal issues, and determine if specific technologies should be developed.
Ultimately, we would like to forge valuable partnerships that could help us set up our business,” adds
Guillaume Robert.

PetalMD has set its sights on OVH.com Private Cloud
to host its production platform. As the backbone of
its infrastructure, it contains all the confidential data
of its users (including patients). In addition to Private
Cloud, the company can count on the high availability of VPS Cloud to host its additional sites (blogs…).
Several dedicated servers complete the infrastructure and are used to send analytical data as well as
carrying out external monitoring. An iron-clad combination when it comes to performance and security, it ensures great flexibility on a daily basis and will
adapt to PetalMD’s growing ambitions worldwide.
By choosing OVH.com to support its expansion, PetalMD didn’t leave any doubt of its requirements in
terms of data security. The healthcare sector is particularly sensitive, as seen over the past few months
with several cyber attacks across North America. In
July of 2015, 4.5 million patient files from the UCLA
Health Centre were targeted by a computer attack.
This followed a healthcare insurance hack that affected 80 million Americans earlier that year.

The secure messaging application offered by PetalMD, which encrypts all data going through it and
prevents collusions with a third-party (administrative
staff), safeguards the confidentiality of communications between practitioners as well as patient data.
OVH.com’s own network, which is entirely private and
redundant, “represents the extra layer of security we
were looking for,” says Julien Maitrehenry, IT Director
at PetalMD. As the only non-American world-class
cloud provider to operate in Canada, the positioning
of OVH.com also played a major role in PetalMD’s
choice. Like most other countries, Canadian legislation requires that any sensitive data from its own
institutions (hospitals for example) remain inside
its borders. This prerequisite is fully supported by
OVH.com, which opened in 2012 a datacenter south
of Montreal with a capacity of 360,000 servers.

“The healthcare sector is
particularly sensitive, as seen
over the past few months
with several cyber attacks
across North America.”

While some work remains to be done before finding success beyond the Canadian borders, things are
well under way for the young company: with 60 employees, it showed a record growth of 130% last year
and is already working hard on new products and
features in order to meet the demands of a booming sector. In Canada, in Europe and very soon in the
US where it plans to open two datacenters in 2017,
OVH.com will be there to support them.
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Law
In France, class actions are only limited
to consumer disputes. Yet the justice system is an effective way to fight against
environmental, health or social rights
violations / The study of jurisprudence
is a tedious work. What if machines
could help lawyers and legal experts? /
16 years after being legally recognized
by France, the utilization rate of the electronic signature is still ridiculously low /
Find out how Citizencase, Predictice and
Yousign are shaking up the legal sector.
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citizencase.org

Law

“CitizenCase.org permits
the restoration of the
balance of power between
organizations and the
businesses or public
institutions which they
confront, which often have
significant resources to
defend themselves.”

C I T I Z E N C A S E

Crowdfunding
in support
of legal actions
Launched in 2014, the CitizenCase.org platform is a crowdfunding service for organizations prosecuting environmental, health
or social rights violations. Learn more about an original concept,
which has already helped finance 12 legal actions and wants to
revolutionize the use of the legal tool by organizations.
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Using the law like a weapon
Lacking legal culture, using the law to advance a
cause is not yet a natural reaction for organizations
and nonprofit groups defending the environment,”
explains Sébastien Vray, founder of CitizenCase.org
and president of the Respire (“Breathe” in English)
organization (French national organization for prevention and improvement of air quality).
The legal tool is complex to manipulate and there are
too few legal experts within organizations. “Even a
global NGO like Greenpeace had just one lawyer until now, whose primary mission was to defend activists charged during ground operations. Recruitment
in the field of law, with the goal of being proactive, is
very recent.”

Yet legal proceedings can be an effective means
to halt issues. “I had high expectations when class
action lawsuits, a procedure allowing the merger
of individual complaints of the same nature under one judicial process, were added to French law.
Unfortunately, French legislation has limited group
action to litigation related to consumer disputes.
Sébastien got the idea to use crowdfunding to help
organizations and groups seek justice. “The idea was
to provide two essential elements to organizations:
a modern digital tool to raise funds to finance legal
proceedings (administrative fees and lawyer costs),
and visibility on the web to federate a community
around their battles.”

w w w . o v h . c o m
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Restoration of the balance of power
through crowdfunding
CitizenCase.org has received key support from Ulule.com, Europe’s premier crowdfunding site. “Alexandre Boucherot, founder of Ulule, has allowed us to
be among the first to use its API to build our service. With the Datagif agency and financial aid from
Rassemblement Pour la Planète (federation of 5 organizations facing issues concerning environmental
health), we have created a site by adapting the ergonomics of crowdfunding websites to our specific
use. We have added, on the campaign presentation
pages, sections to download and display additional
evidence, view press articles discussing the fight and
even see how collected donations will be used.”
Since 2014, sixteen campaigns have been initiated
on CitizenCase.org, including those challenging, in
the courts, the creation of the Siven’s dam (project
canceled by the courts on 1/07/16), the construction
of an airport in Notre-Dame-des-Landes (motion rejected) and the case of the installation of a Center
Parcs in Roybon, threatening 76 hectares of wetlands
(ongoing appeal). “In total, the platform has raised
around 100,000 euros from 1,300 donors. By helping to engage Internet users
and raise funds, CitizenCase.
org permits the restoration of
the balance of power between
organizations and the businesses or public institutions
which they confront, which often have significant resources
to defend themselves.”

In a manner of a collective action, CitizenCase.org
makes it possible to unite citizens around a cause
and bring legal action by a single entity. The goal is
not necessarily to request compensation but above
all, to put an end to any issue.

“We provide two essential
elements to organizations:
a modern digital tool to raise
funds to finance legal
proceedings (administrative
fees and lawyer costs), and
visibility on the web to
federate a community
around their battles.”

And if indemnities are granted in the case of a legal victory, they are not redistributed to the donors
– however, donors become entitled to a 65% tax
deduction of their donation if the organization is recognized as being of public interest (applicable under
French legislation).

CitizenCase.org wants to become the
Change.org for class action
Sébastien Vray, who divides his time between his bar
in Paris - La Petite Chaufferie - and his innovation
consulting jobs, desires to accelerate the development of CitizenCase.org. He has created an organization surrounded by specialists: “Jenny Joussemet,
former director of Fabrique Écologique (pluralistic
foundation that aims to promote ecology and sustainable development), became director of development. And for the past several months, Jean-Laurent
Ferrer has been managing the web campaign for
organizations wishing to file a case. Also, we formed
a board of directors bringing in a former magistrate

along with legal experts from Greenpeace, Zero
Waste France, Robins des Toits, Générations Futures,
Sherpa and Écologie sans Frontière.” The goal? To
improve support provided to the projects that call on
CitizenCase.org seeking justice.
“Like Change.org, which transformed online petitioning into a true lobbying tool for citizens, we want
to apply marketing techniques to engage citizens,
to better serve the causes defended by the organizations and allow them to maximize their circle of
support. We notice that the more people within geographical proximity of a threatened spot, the more
they give. But among web users, there are a lot of
potential donors, which once aggregated are far from
negligible.” Because it’s thinking of a second version
to assist in its evolution and the possible opening of
the platform in other European countries, the new
team in place is on the lookout for those wishing to
put their skills to use towards this project, in the areas
of law and web development. Anyone enamored by
the concept take note!

Behind the Scenes

OVH.com web hosting keeps up with traffic
When we speak about sudden increases in traffic, we spontaneously think about a flow of visitors generated by
being featured on television or thanks to a sales promotion by an e-commerce site. But the funding campaigns
launched by CitizenCase.org, sometimes mentioned in the local or national media, are just as susceptible to cause
sudden increases in traffic. “When a campaign kicks off, we receive up to 1,000 people per day visiting our site,”
explains Sébastien. These campaigns are opportunities to verify the performance and availability of the Web Pro
hosting plan CitizenCase.org subscribed to in order to host its website powered by WordPress.
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What is “predictive justice”?

P R E D I C T I C E

With the help of
algorithms, they can
predict the outcome
of a legal action

Thomas Baduel, CEO of Predictice: Startups readily
abuse buzzwords to describe their business. And we
could also be really good at that game if we wanted
to: at the crossroads between open data, big data and
artificial intelligence — along with resorting to deep
learning techniques — our project is nearly flawless.
The problem is, the excessive use of those trendy
concepts is creating a bubble and overshadowing the
real benefits these technologies are bringing to the
users. Let’s be real: Predictice is a platform made to
assist law firms in their decision making process. Our
main objective is to provide them with a statistical
likelihood of success on the cases they’re going to

argue but it’s more than just that. We give lawyers
the opportunity to optimize their strategy by helping
them to identify and prioritize key arguments that will
allow them to positively influence the resolution of a
dispute. In other words, we pick the arguments that
are most likely to succeed - those that it would be
wise to focus on - by taking into account the specifics
of their clients’ cases. And finally, we’re able to deliver an estimate of compensation payments received
through previous judgments, as well as a map highlighting the most favorable jurisdictions according to
the case.

Founded by two technophile law students and two computer
engineers, French startup Predictice uses machine learning
techniques to predict the chances of success for legal proceedings and optimize litigation techniques, notably by relying on
past legal decisions. This service is designed for law firms and
corporate legal services.
S TA R T U P S U P P O R T E D B Y O V H . C O M D I G I TA L L A U N C H PA D
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What is the scope of your solution?
Our ambition is to cover every type of dispute lawyers can encounter, from labor and employment law,
to corporate law and administrative law. In that sense,
our project is different from the ones previously
started elsewhere, notably in the US. A good example
of this would be Lex Machina, a company that focuses on the (lucrative) issue of industrial patents. There
are also predictive solutions for judges such as the
Compas algorithm which uses data outside of legal
decisions to assess the risk of recidivism for inmates.
Of course, our forecasts take on a much greater value
when they rely on an extensive body of jurisprudence
(all decisions related to a specific court case, ed.). Our
tool is now particularly efficient when it comes to administrative law or certain class action suits - such
as disputes stemming from a layoff. There’s indeed
a variety of cases that are significant enough to draw
some relevant comparisons. In a dismissal case for
example, the issue can vary according to the employee’s years of service, or his/her physical or moral
health when the procedure was set in motion by the
employer. Consequently, our forecasts will take these
facts into account.

“We give lawyers the opportunity to optimize their strategy
by helping them to identify and prioritize key arguments
that will allow them to positively influence the resolution
of a dispute.”
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How do you get the legal decisions that
make up your raw material?
For the past year and as part of a global policy in
favor of open data, French jurisdictions have been
prompted to publicly share legal decisions that are
considered final so long as they respect the right to
privacy of the people involved. In reality, these data
have become accessible a year ago and they’ve become usable six months ago.

Things will go faster in the coming months while legal
institutions are setting up procedures to anonymize
and publish these documents. At the moment, our
database contains one million lines, in addition to
the various codes (clauses) and doctrine (reviews of
code and legal decisions made by university professors or post-graduate students), which we also use.

Which technologies do you use
to extract the information you need
from those legal documents to issue
your forecasts?
This body of legal documents, which will keep growing, is submitted to a three-step computer process.
To make things simple, each step provides a way
to successively answer those three questions: What
happened? What will happen? How can we optimize
the legal strategy?
The law uses a very standardized language; there
are very few synonyms and turns of phrase used to
make a ruling and they’re the same in every city and
every town across France. Consequently, it is possible to index and enrich data automatically by adding
metadata to it. That’s the first step. These metadata
take into consideration a dispute’s distinctive features: what was the amount claimed and what was
actually obtained? Was it a plea or a trial judgment?
Etc. This way, we can offer our users a search engine
able to provide all useful information pertaining to a
case (legislation, jurisprudence, doctrine, etc.).
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The next step of the process is to throw algorithms
into the mix. Since two disputes are never identical,
the goal is to identify the correlation between a factor
or a combination of factors (multi-varied analysis)
and the resolution of a case. In order to do this, we
use the SyntaxNet algorithm, developed by Google
and turned open source in May 2016. This parsing
tool helps machines understand human language
and it allows us to detect dependencies between
certain words in order to extract some meaning out
of them. The enhanced text is then submitted to a
series of classification/regression algorithms (Vapnik’s SVM) and association rules (Frequent Pattern
Vertical) to create complex predictive models. By applying these models to the particularities of a case,
the lawyer is thereby able to assess the probability
of success.
The third and last step is to assess and compare
several legal strategies so that the lawyer can build
an argumentation with the best chances of succeeding statistically, based on the variable features of the
case.

How do lawyers react
to your project?
Lawyers as a whole are relatively conservative and
they’re still very much attached to paper: they print,
they highlight, they archive… But things are starting
to change following a first wave of legal startups that
directly threatened their livelihood. This can be compared to the infamous threat of “uberization”, even if
the word here tends to provide a simplistic view of a
complex reality considering that the legal profession
is extensively regulated and made up of highly qualified members.
If at first lawyers considered new technologies to be
a risk, never hesitating to battle in court against startups, there’s a good number of them who now see
these as an opportunity.
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“We give lawyers and their
clients the opportunity to
get better legal judgements.
Trying to better anticipate
these decisions has always
been a necessity and the
existence of scaling systems
(in France) proves it.”
Projects like ours are part of a second wave of legal
startups that’s been rather well received since we’re
providing members of the legal profession with tools
to help them maximize their added value.
As far as Predictice is concerned, we chose to partner
up with law firms in designing our solution and we’re
using two different approaches: workshop facilitation
to understand the needs of our users, and a continuous improvement process relying on feedback from
our beta-testers.
That being said, let’s be honest here: the arrival of
predictive justice raises some major implications for
law practice. Imagine if you knew you only had a 2%
chance of success before you even start taking any
legal action. You would most likely choose mediation
or any other amicable means of settling your dispute
rather than spending years in a courtroom. Lawyers
will have to find their own place in this new system of
dispute resolution that will be expanding in the next
few years as it helps unclog tribunals, much in the
same way as a communicating vessels system.
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Your solution has just been launched.
How many users are you aiming for?
There are 60,000 lawyers in France and we’re expecting a 30 to 50% penetration rate, which means
between 15 and 30,000 users. Add to this corporate legal services and accounting firms with a legal
branch. Our business model is based on a SaaS platform that’s billed to firms in the form of a commitment-free subscription no matter how many people

are using the solution, so it should be easy to adopt.
We’re expecting an international expansion in the
medium term, notably within Francophone jurisdictions with a civil law tradition but also in countries
practicing Anglo-Saxon law where they put great value on jurisprudence.

Behind the Scenes

What are the main technical
issues when it comes to computer
infrastructure?
The first challenge lies in the scalability of the infrastructure, which has to support what we hope will be
rapid growth and a significant load because the use
of our application can be quite intensive. For example, when a lawyer is working on a case, he or she
might be researching for more than an hour at a time
and submitting requests that would demand a lot of
resources. To get things started, we chose an OVH.
com dedicated server that we virtualized using the
ESXi hypervisor from VMware in order to isolate our
various services within virtual machines (web front,
MySQL and ElasticSearch databases, back office,
monitoring…).

In the very near future, and thanks to virtualization
and vRack, it will become fairly easy to distribute the
VMs over several interconnected dedicated servers
to increase our processing power and build a more
resilient n-tier architecture.
We’ve recently joined the OVH.com Digital Launch
Pad startup support program to get more in-depth
advice on the infrastructure and get access to GPU
solutions (massively parallel architectures) perfectly
tailored for a Deep Learning type of processing. This
was done to improve our algorithms’ learning speed
(currently sitting at five hours with a limited data set),
by deploying a CUDA architecture (computer unified
device architecture) using a graphics processor to do
the calculations instead of the CPU.
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Predictive justice opens the door to
an automated or computer-assisted
justice, ignoring particular cases in
order to standardize legal decisions
and make them gravitate towards an
assumed average… What do you think?
(Of course you can require the
presence of an attorney before you
answer!)
The goal of Predictice is to alleviate uncertainty - that
grey zone surrounding legal decisions - by providing
tools to increase foreseeability. Searching through
jurisprudence and reconciling similar cases has always been a significant part of legal work – even for
judges, who verify whether the decision they’re about
to make goes against previous ones and if the difference in treatment is justified where appropriate.
What makes this solution revolutionary is the capacity
to access those data in volumes previously unheard
of and to use machines with processing capabilities
that are way beyond anything the human brain could
ever achieve, no matter how highly qualified.
In doing so, we give lawyers and their clients the opportunity to get better legal judgements. Trying to
better anticipate these decisions has always been a
necessity and the existence of scaling systems (in
France) proves it. In spite of itself, this type of system
leads to a standardization that smooths over specific
cases while prevailing over the judges’ experience.
Conversely, statistical computing done with an accurate weighting of the various criteria while relying on
the entire jurisprudence allows us to take idiosyncrasies into account.
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As such, predictive justice is able to meet the requirements of anticipating costs, keeping the system
transparent, and taking certain features into account.
However, you would be right to underscore the danger inherent in this technological revolution: the
temptation to go from predictive justice to automatic
conviction. This kind of totalitarianism that denies
the individual and the particularities of each case
was documented through science-fiction — (re)read
The Minority Report from P. K. Dick — well enough
to alert us about how abusive it could all inevitably
become. Individualizing every legal decision must remain at the heart of the law.

You will be working with data that
could very well become a blueprint of
jurisprudence through time and based
on the political and media context.
Do you expect to share those data?
Predictice wants to quickly set up a Legal Observatory for individuals and professionals with the goal of
shedding some light on the major trends in French
justice. That being said, our main and current objective remains to provide a reliable and efficient tool for
lawyers. Improving the way justice operates seems
like an essential goal to us and we’ll contribute to this
within our means by sharing the analyses generated
by our tool.
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Put a stop
to the outdated
hand-written
signature
The electronic signature has been officially recognized in France
since 2000. Sixteen years later, it is still rarely used. Through
a SaaS solution that is as easy to use as it is to integrate into
third-party applications, Yousign aims to correct this underuse of
these new technologies.
S TA R T U P S U P P O R T E D B Y O V H . C O M D I G I TA L L A U N C H PA D
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Democratizing the electronic signature
The story of Yousign started back in 2011, when Antoine Louiset and his buddy Luc Pallavidino were
still students at the École nationale supérieure
d’ingénieurs (engineering school). “Since 2000, signing a document electronically has had the same legal value as signing it manually, according to a bill
passed on March 13 of that same year. At that time,
France was one of the first European countries to
recognize the electronic signature!” But more than
a decade after its introduction, the utilization rate of
the electronic signature was still ridiculously low. “The
existing solutions were very complicated to use,”
explains Antoine.

“They required an understanding of the principle of
electronic certificates, knowing how to install them
and – as crazy as it may seem – it was best to have
a little time on your hands. So in order to reply to a
call to tender electronically, you had to go to a notary
to get a USB key containing your digital certificate.”
Result: “The only people using electronic signatures
were those with an obligation to do so and they
found it terribly frustrating.” Antoine and his friend
Luc made it their mission (and graduation project) to
eliminate that frustration by simplifying the electronic signature, making it accessible from any connected
device and without requiring any technical skills. It is
from here that Yousign was born.
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The electronic signature: much more
than a simple digitized signature

“In practice, all you need to do is to upload a document, write
the email address and phone number of the people who have
to sign it, and we take care of the rest. The signatories will
receive a notification and proceed to sign the document, thanks
to a code we send them via text message on their cell phone.”

In order to understand the complex mechanism of
the electronic signature and assess its true value, it is
important to be able to tell the difference between an
electronic and a digitized signature. Only since 2010
has the latter been defined according to French law
as “digitally preserving a handwritten signature produced through a touch screen.” So when you use an
electronic terminal to sign and acknowledge the reception of a package, for example, it is not considered
as an electronic signature.
Back in 2000, when lawmakers looked into the topic
of ‘real’ electronic signatures, they wanted to go further than what the written signature could traditionally allow people to do. “The electronic signature must
allow the recipient of a document to identify the signatory without any doubt, and must guarantee that
the document wasn’t altered between the moment it
was signed and the moment it was read. This implies
that the signature is authentic, irrevocable, impossible
to forge and not reusable on any other document.”
The use of cryptographic methods is necessary in
order to meet these requirements. “This is where it
gets a little complicated,” admits Antoine. “We chose
to become our own certification authority instead of
dealing with a third-party. In order to achieve this, we
deployed our own HSM–hardware security modules
similar to large smart cards and tasked with generating our own cryptographic keys. Then we had our
entire infrastructure audited by a private organization
recognized by the ANSSI (French national agency for
information system security) in order to get a certification valid across Europe at the start of 2016.” Obtaining this certification was made easier by choosing
the OVH.com Private Cloud solution - which is certified ISO 27001 – to host Yousign’s core business.
(See next page.)
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Multiple and innovating uses
Antoine and Luc have managed to completely hide
the underlying complexity of the electronic signature.
“In practice, with the Yousign web or mobile application, all you need to do is to upload a document, write
the email address and phone number of the people
who have to sign it, and we take care of the rest. The
signatories receive email notification and proceed
to sign the document, using a code we send them
via text message on their cell phone.” In just a few
clicks and in less time than it takes to go to the post
office, a three-party internship agreement between a
student, a school and a company has been signed
electronically.
“But the most interesting part is probably our API,
which allows integration of our service, in a transparent manner with existing applications.” Banks, insurance brokers, car rental companies and real-estate
agencies quickly showed interest. “There’s the obvious practical aspect—the reduction of time spent by
their customers in agencies, signing several copies
of the same document. But the real revolution is the
simplification of document management ensuing
from the electronic signature: no more manipulation, transport, or archiving and unarchiving of paper
documents. The cherry on top of the cake is that our
users notice that the signature increases the conversion rate by 30% for services that can be subscribed
to online.”
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Among Yousign’s 1,500 customers, we find major
accountsr—like the giant retailer—Auchan as well
as crowdfunding platforms that use the electronic signature to form contractual relations between
companies creating projects and online investors.
Even business associates, in just a few clicks, have
the opportunity to sign a deal while being miles away
from each other. “Other than reducing distances and
eliminating the need for mailings which can be expensive depending on the number of recipients and/
or the obligation of using registered mail, the benefit
also lies in the ability to keep documents online indefinitely. This means getting rid of paper altogether,
notably thanks to our partnership with CDC Arkhinéo, a fully-owned subsidiary of Caisse des Dépôts
(a public financial institution) which guarantees that
this digital archiving will be permanent.” But Yousign
doesn’t stop at simplifying the process, the startup
is adding complementary services to the electronic
signature such as a one-click reminder to alert any

parties that have missed the call and it has plans to
take things even further. “We’re in the midst of designing the next version of our application and we
would like to offer a genuine electronic signature
book that will centralize all your document exchanges, with the possibility to implement workflows to define the order in which a document must be signed,
for example.” That being said, not only will Yousign
democratize the electronic signature but it will also
increase the possibilities in which it is used. Who
knows if tomorrow, when purchasing real-estate, it
won’t be possible to seal the deal via telepresence
and by officially signing using your smartphone?

yousign.fr

Yousign, well on its way for a European expansion
Supported by an initial fundraising effort of €500k
at the end of 2015, Yousign has been benefiting from
very favorable changes in electronic signature regulations. “Since July 1, 2016, a European regulation has
been aligning all national legislations on the subject.
The electronic signature now benefits from the same
legal framework all across Europe. This means you
can now sign an agreement with a German or an Italian partner directly online. This is an incredible time
saver!” And Yousign is already compatible with these
new regulations since, for all intent and purposes,
they are a copy of the French regulatory framework.
In order for this development to become sustainable

internationally, Yousign will double its workforce by
the end of the year to reach 30 employees.
“An illegible signature is the height of inelegance,”
wrote French poet Jean Cocteau in his 1930 work
Opium. Yousign’s growing business could eventually put a few graphologists out of work because soon
there may not be many signatures left to study. But
the success of Yousign shows that the electronic
signature isn’t simply “a legal manipulation aimed at
making money from of a mundane act that had been
practically free until now”, as it was described back in
2001 in the French daily newspaper Libération.

Yousign doesn’t stop at
democratizing the electronic
signature. It also increases
the possibilities of its use.
Behind the Scenes

Why Yousign chose the OVH.com Private Cloud
Except for the two HSMs (Hardware Security Module)
used to generate cryptographic keys, all of Yousign’s
infrastructure is based on OVH.com Private Cloud.
“We chose this solution for its guaranteed high availability which relies on the redundancy of servers, data
stores and incoming network feeds of Private Cloud,
as well as the VMware automatic failover mechanisms that moves virtual machines from one host to
another in the event of a failure. What also appealed
to us was the scalability of the solution. We’ve just
added a 3rd host to support our increasing load, and
this can be done in a few clicks. Yousign also wanted to offload managing physical servers. “Our added
value clearly doesn’t reside in server administration.
That being said, we wanted to work in a dedicated
environment, and Public Cloud solutions were not
feasible for this.”
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And finally, aside from data being hosted in France,
Private Cloud guarantees a high level of security for Yousign’s data, which is ISO 27001 certified. “The European certification we seek is largely based on this standard for IT infrastructures.
Therefore, there is an enormous advantage for
us to work with a solution that is already certified.”
And what about Yousign’s project in terms of infrastructure? “We will keep moving towards a micro-service architecture, by using Docker technology
and the Rancher orchestrator. This will improve the
resilience of the infrastructure, as well as its scalability and our capacity to innovate.”
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Can only banks provide innovative
banking services? The answer is “No”
according to Morning, which is inventing a brand new kind of bank, oriented
towards the sharing economy and
uncorrelated from speculative finance
/ The company TagPay, for its part,
contributes to the bancarization of
emerging countries thanks to the cloud
and a technology for transaction validation that leverages mobile phones.
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A wake-up call
for banks
In Saint-Élix-le-Château at the heart of the Toulouse countryside
in France, Éric Charpentier and his team are busy reinventing
the banking system. “Don’t be fooled by our printed T-shirts and
hoodies, we’re bankers!” he says mockingly before explaining
that the revolution promised by Morning goes far beyond a dress
code. “We’re not the bankers you hate. We’re the ones you’ll love”.
So here’s an overview of this “neobank”, hosted on the OVH.com
Private Cloud.

“Traditional banking missed out
when it comes to sharing economy”
Recent studies show that collaborative consumption
isn’t a fad. Whether it’s about exchanging small services, reselling goods online, renting your apartment
or your car, these new ways of consuming goods and
services are connecting people via the Internet and
they are becoming increasingly popular. “In a number
of cases, transactions are done in person. But when
the seller is in one part of the country and the buyer in another, it becomes more of an issue: who will
send the check or the goods first? And I’m not even
talking about a money transfer, which would require
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that you call your bank on a business day so that
they can authorize the addition of a new beneficiary.
Finally, there are very few guarantees with this type
of transaction”.
When we think about all situations covered by insurance included with bank cards - broken appliances,
the repatriation of an individual on medical grounds
during a trip abroad, or even something as simple as
losing your house keys - it’s easy to see that traditional banking may have missed out on something.
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From payment between individuals
to “co-banking”
Back in 2014, Morning - which used to be called Payname before changing its name on June 3, 2016 launched a payment service dedicated to securing
transactions between individuals, before adding to
it a solution specifically adapted to service delivery: “Imagine that I come to your home to do a little
computer troubleshooting. There are two possible
solutions: either you pay in cash or we play by the
rules and we declare the transaction for tax purposes.
We’ve simplified this process as much as possible for
our clients. The final decision is yours but we’re doing
everything we can to encourage you to choose the
legal option!”
Based on this payment system, Morning then created an online raffle system. Designed to finance anything such as a gift for the departure of a colleague
or your grandpa’s birthday, online raffles have been
highly successful over the past few years and they
are transitioning towards a “personal crowdfunding”
model. “We’re increasingly seeing raffles being used
to finance real-life projects with the help of relatives:
buying a car, renovating a home...” says Éric Charpentier. “If you think about it, these are all projects
that have been traditionally financed by banks!”
In order to offer free services to individuals (thereby making themselves known to as many people as
possible), Morning has developed an array of cash
solutions aimed at a variety of professionals: self-entrepreneurs, small business owners, organizations.
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“Banks are holding money hostage
so we’re setting it free by giving back power to the users!”
“In short, everyone who’s being charged very high
fees by the banks in spite of their financial situation
under the only pretense that they’re professionals. We offer them secure, customizable turnkey
solutions with no flat fees and a low commission
of 1.6% per transaction before taxes.” As an example, these solutions quickly grabbed the attention
of hostel owners and organizations, who found a
way to avoid the annual burden of having to cash
membership renewal checks at very little cost.

Often dubbed as the “French PayPal”, what was
Payname missing to become a bank? On May 19,
someone attending the OVH World Tour in Toulouse
called out Éric Charpentier with a bit of mischief and
summed it up perfectly: “All this is awesome but how
do we get the money back?” Up until then, it had
been necessary to do this through a “real” bank to be
able to use the money. “Except that banks will keep
your money hostage,” explains Éric Charpentier with
a bit of exaggeration to get his point across.

“In order to get to it, you need to go through agencies
or advisors who often have something they want to
sell you.” This is where the idea of becoming a bank
came from: “We wanted to become a decentralized
bank, where the user manages his own money autonomously and with no middleman. A neobank, fully
uncorrelated from the world of speculative finance
that traditional banks are so closely linked to in order
to gravitate towards a new banking paradigm.”

Field sales representatives - who can turn any smartphone into a payment device - have also been seduced. “In the end, when we offer all these services
we’re not very far from something called a bank,”
adds Éric Charpentier, who obviously isn’t expecting
to lose momentum when things are going so well.

“We’re not the
bankers you hate.
We’re the ones
you’ll love.”

“Today’s banks are looking to
innovate but they have one
handicap: their size. They are
questioning their business
model but they also need to
address management issues
and deal with information
systems that have been
around for a long time.”
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A collaborative bank with co-banking as its niche, a
concept that Morning recounts through its own online
publication called “Revue du cobanking” (Co-banking
Magazine), which explains banking as it applies to the
sharing economy.
Because he was told it would be complicated and it
would take a long time, Éric Charpentier’s motivation
significantly increased when regulatory authorities
forced him to get a permit for a “Payment Institution” in order to pursue his activities. He obtained the
permit handily in a record time of 9 months. This allowed him to forge ahead and offer (starting October
2016) payment cards with an IBAN (International
Bank Account Number), the possibility of setting up
direct debit, not to mention a plethora of innovative
services that are now revolutionizing the banking
experience. “If you lose your bank card today, what
do you do? You call your bank to block it and that
operation is charged to your account. Then you find
your card, which was actually inside a pocket of the
pants you were wearing yesterday. Too bad because
that operation is irreversible and all you can do now
is wait for your new card to come... What we offer
in such cases is the opportunity to put your card on
hold by using an interface accessible from your com
puter or your cell phone. This is all free, of course, and

the results are immediate. If you find your card, you
can reactivate it as easily.”

Morning’s goal is to become
your second bank

“We want to be a neobank,
fully uncorrelated from the
world of speculative finance
that traditional banks are
so closely linked to.”

Because Morning’s mission isn’t to offer lines of credit for real estate and cars, consumer credit, or financial products, Éric Charpentier’s goal isn’t to drain the
clientele away from traditional banks. This however
isn’t stopping banks from keeping a watchful eye on
the energetic newcomer’s every move and even proposing to buy it out every now and then. This is one
offer that Éric Charpentier always rejects because to
him, this is only the beginning of the road for Morning. “Sure, we’re ambitious. But banks shouldn’t see
us as a threat. Considering the size of our project our goal is to have 100,000 users and 15,000 bank
cards issued by the end of 2016 – it’s totally disproportionate! Our goal is actually to become your
second bank.”
The fact that traditional banks shouldn’t fear a massive outflow of their clients’ money to Morning isn’t
entirely due to a Stockholm syndrome type of situation. “Our project is blurring the lines and challenging
the world of traditional banking, much in the same
way other players did, such as Number 26 in Germany or Younited Credit (formerly known as Prêt d’Union) which was a French pioneer when it comes to
credit between individuals.”
“Today’s banks are looking to innovate but they have
one handicap: their size. They are questioning their
business model but they also need to address management issues and deal with information systems
that have been around for a long time. Our advantage as a startup is being able to do the impossible
overnight.” This stems not only from the fact that
Morning is a human-sized company but also from
a few bold technological choices on their part. They
chose the Private Cloud by OVH.com for their micro-service architecture operating with Docker, which
provides them with the agility they need to innovate
quickly. [See opposite page]

Similarly, it will be possible to block your account in
order to avoid any overdraft, to see expenses displayed in real time and to carry out transactions directly on your cell phone (such as splitting the cost
of a restaurant tab with your colleagues, transferring
it to another bank account, etc.). You’ll also be able
to activate the contactless payment, change the PIN
number of your bank card… What’s more, Morning is
expecting to offer new types of insurance coverage
for the sale of second-hand goods between individuals. “It’s like a neobank, a bank that’s closer to consumers’ expectations,” says Éric Charpentier.

Behind the Scenes

Morning, a neobank that relies on the Private Cloud by OVH.com
Jean-Marc Jost, Head of System and Network Infrastructure at Morning, chose to rely on the Private Cloud by
OVH.com to build an architecture based on micro-services. Strong regulatory constraints weighing heavily on the
banking sector combined with his will to keep his data hosted in France and to work with a high availability platform
made this the obvious choice. “Private Cloud brings us the flexibility of the Cloud with on-demand resources in a
secure environment. Micro-services are expanding this flexibility even more by facilitating automation, continuous
code deployment and scalability while increasing infrastructure resiliency.”
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A socially responsible company
Achieving the impossible seems to serve as a roadmap where Morning is concerned. So in order to offer
some ideal work conditions to its employees (50 at
the moment, 120 expected by the end of 2017), Éric
Charpentier thought up an actual campus that will
eventually include a co-working space, a daycare
center, a sports room, a multi-purpose room, etc. His
project could very well become part of a regional
development initiative since the startup is not only
creating jobs locally but is also bringing in equipment
that can be used by the community at large, not to
mention high speed Internet! “For this, we had to run
a bit more than 6 miles of fiber” says Éric. He is passionate about everything he sets out to do, including
the professional cycling team he put together and is
following closely (the Morning team).
Trained as a chemist with a Master in Sociology, Éric
Charpentier seems to have found the formula to unlock the potential of his employees, who are as committed to this neobank project as he is. “After freeing
the money, I freed the company!” says the man who
has learned a lot from his previous entrepreneurial
ventures and values the autonomy and happiness of
his employees.
The Morning campus, which opened on June 3, is
called “Toaster”. Officially, this name has been chosen as a nod to the company’s project, which aims
at “revolutionizing the banking system”. But we could
also see it as the act of thumbing its nose at the famous Murphy’s law, as we hardly picture Éric Charpentier’s slices of bread landing buttered-side down.
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TagPay: pioneer in using mobile
phones as banking tools

T A G P A Y

The bank
of tomorrow is being
invented… in Africa

There is a real need for bancarization (i.e. the ability to access financial services) in emerging countries. Yves Eonnet explains, “For example, in Congo,
in the absence of banking infrastructures, many civil
servants get paid in cash. This involves complex, expensive and risky logistics, with armored cars being
protected by the army. And on payday, citizens carry
the equivalent of one month’s earnings in small bills
and are not able to save–unless they keep money
under their mattresses. When money does not flow
easily and savings cannot be used to finance the
economy, the country’s development is hindered.”
To address the financial inclusion issue, which currently affects more than two billion people worldwide, Yves Eonnet and Hervé Manceron thought

tagpay.fr

about relying on mobile phone democratization.
“The banking model we are familiar with in developed countries consists of establishing a network
of local branches on a national scale. This model
may struggle in Europe, but it is clearly inadequate
in emerging countries— it would take too long and
would be too expensive to implement. Hence the
idea of turning the mobile phone into a banking tool
that would make it possible to receive one’s wages,
transfer money to a close friend, make a purchase
at a store or pay an invoice.” The problem is that
the stock of mobile phones in emerging countries is
mainly made up of first-generation devices—a number of them actually come from recycling the phones
of Europeans which they change, on average, every 2
to 3 years (when mobile phone lifespan sometimes
exceeds 10 years or so with a battery replacement).

Amazon and Alibaba are developing payment technology that
uses facial recognition while Mastercard and La Banque Postale
are reported to be working, respectively, on heart rate authentication and on a solution leveraging voice recognition. Which one of
these competing technologies will prevail? One thing is for sure—
the chip card, which was invented in 1974 by Roland Moreno, is in
serious jeopardy. Starting in 2005, Yves Eonnet began to foresee
the decline of this invention. He was convinced the future and
the bancarization of emerging countries would lie in the mobile phone.
TagPay, the mobile-centric digital banking platform he developed, is
currently used by one million people in 20 countries, in Africa for the
most part. What if this continent became the birthplace of tomorrow’s
banking services and technologies? Société Générale, which has
just acquired an 8% stake in the capital of TagPay, seems to think so.
056
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In other words, resorting to an application and
technologies such as NFC or Bluetooth to secure
transactions was out of the question. It was necessary to make do with the basic functions of the
forerunner of the smartphone. Yves Eonnet and
Hervé Manceron built on more than twenty years
of experience in the chip card and telecommunication sectors and after 7 years of R&D, they filed
35 international patents to protect their breakthrough Near Sound Data Transfer™ technology.

“Africa—that moved to
mobile phone technology
directly, having skipped the
landline transitory stage—
now leads the West in the
digital banking sector.”
Hervé Manceron, COO of TagPay, explains: “Thanks
to NSDT™, we are able to turn any phone into a secure authentication and payment tool. In practice,
the merchant inputs the amount to be paid on his
terminal while the user enters his phone number and
a 4-digit PIN. The TagPay platform then establishes
communication with the phone. The user answers the
call and then holds the mobile phone close to the terminal. At that point, a single-use sound is exchanged
between the two devices and the transaction takes
place.” There is no longer a need for handling cash
nor traditional bank branches. For the merchant—
and therein lies the secret of TagPay’s model—acts
as a banking agent.
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“Thanks to his/her payment terminal and our technology for transaction validation, the merchant is
able to perform many operations upon the request
of the user: whether it is transferring funds, paying
an invoice... or even depositing or withdrawing cash.
Although, when it comes to cash management,
banks which use TagPay usually choose to rely on
the people whose job it is, such as Western Union
agents.” These commissioned agents, who act as
banking intermediaries, make up the local network of
these next-generation banks. “This branchless model
makes it possible to set up a bank in three months in
a country. In comparison, Société Générale required
15 months to start operating in Togo with a more traditional model.” As for the cost, it is ridiculously low:
“Up to now, the merchant had to be equipped with a
payment terminal that was compatible. But it is now
possible to set up a terminal with a smartphone and
TagPay’s agent-dedicated app. The cost for deploying a new point of contact with users is roughly 80
euros (i.e. the price of the first smartphones running
Android).”

“Faced with fierce competition and fickle customers,
the telecommunications operators saw mobile money as a way of creating customer loyalty while leveraging an area of growth that is rather natural after
all, as it consists in expanding the services offered
by operators to their customers.” This model may
allow users to transfer money more easily and mobile phone operators to increase their margins, but
it is no panacea. According to Yves Eonnet, “Mobile
money, backed up by a mobile operator, is not sufficient for satisfactory bancarization. Very often, for
instance, money transfers are only possible between
subscribers of the same operator. And some banking
services are not provided. What about the bank loan?
We do not think that telcos will replace banks. This is
why we developed an independent core banking as
a service platform that is Cloud-hosted and allows
banks, mobile operators or even fintech start-ups to
provide more banking services.”

Bancarization of emerging countries:
mobile operators on the lookout

Near Sound Data Transfer™ groundbreaking and universal
technology

In the bancarization field, once an all-bank preserve,
mobile phone operators began emerging in the
late 2000’s. The success of M’Pesa, a digital wallet
service offered by the Kenyan operator Safaricom
(Vodafone’s subsidiary), is often used as an example
with its 17 million users and its 2 million daily transactions, accounting for 30% of the country’s yearly
GDP. It should be noted that Africa, with a population
exceeding one billion people and a mobile phone
penetration rate fluctuating between 9 and 124%
from one country to another, represents a huge market for telcos. This is why both the local and international operators that set up there have an appetite
similar to that of Big Oil and compete ferociously
against one another.

TagPay is very much an advocate of its authentication technology based on the recognition of a unique
sound signature. This is with good reason because
not only is it reliable, above all it is user-friendly and
universal. “Thanks to this technology, which does
not require the installation of any app on the user’s
mobile device, we can turn any phone into a means
of authentication. We are agnostic in regards to the
mobile phone manufacturer, operating system, and
third-party technologies—such as NFC— which are
embedded in the latest smartphones. Visa recently
unveiled an NFC Ring that can be used to make a
purchase. The object looks amusing, but its symbol is even funnier. In fact, a close look reveals that
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Gemalto has just slipped a ring onto Visa’s finger,
thus making the company dependent on its technology...” NSDT™ is also independent from telecommunications operators, which have entered the
bancarization market in emerging countries over the
past few years (see next page). This independence
appeals to banks—which have no interest in letting
telcos or equipment manufacturers dig into their
margins—and opens up new markets for TagPay.
For instance, Bouygues Travaux Publics was looking
for a way to collect money from vehicles taking the
Abidjan Bridge, whose construction was completed in
2014. The company now resorts to TagPay’s technology for collecting its toll.
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Behind the Scenes

A SaaS banking model
or how TagPay hosts African banks…
in Roubaix
In addition to its mobile-based authentication technology, TagPay offers its customers (around twenty
banks, mobile operators and fintech players worldwide) a cloud-hosted banking core, which happens
to use OVH.com’s Private Cloud. Hervé Manceron
explains, “From the outset, we thought about an infrastructure that would be affordable (to lower the cost
of banking services availability), flexible (to make
continuous innovation easier) and scalable (to support the exponential growth of the number of users).
Moreover, choosing OVH.com’s Private Cloud made it
possible to address the growing issue of intervention
by regulatory agencies in the mobile banking sector.
Regulators (such as the Central Bank of West African
States) obviously want to monitor this activity and
especially the IT infrastructure that hosts the banking
services. As OVH.com’s Private Cloud is certified according to the international ISO27001 standard, our
customers obtain their banking license faster.”

At first, convincing bankers, who were used to managing their entire IT infrastructure in-house, was not
easy. Then, when they accepted the idea of outsourcing core banking in order to start operating faster in
other countries, TagPay was advised to resort to the
cloud services providers that the banks were accustomed to working with. Hervé Manceron recalls, “So
we would face the banks’ purchasing departments
with OVH.com’s prices, being 5 times lower than
their IT providers and get them to ask themselves
what makes them stand out from OVH.com.” TagPay, which has the ambition to manage 10 million
accounts within the next 5 years, has never had to
face an objection that would cast doubt on choosing
OVH.com. “Not even concerning the relative distance
between the Roubaix datacenter, that hosts our infrastructure, and the African continent from which users
perform transactions. This is made possible by the
quality of the network OVH.com deploys worldwide.”

“Financial inclusion
issue currently affects
more than two billion people
worldwide.”

A frugal innovation that inspires Western banks
The issue of financial inclusion led TagPay to address the needs of people in emerging countries
in the easiest possible way, using a minimum of
resources, thereby providing a prime example of
frugal innovation. Jostled from their hegemonic position by new and very dynamic players, that
seize the latest technologies to overtake them in
the field of innovation, Western banks are faced
with a serious problem. They heavily invest in systems that become obsolete, yield less and less,
and restrain their ability to offer new services.,
“This is why, today, banks are increasingly interested
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in the way TagPay reinvents banking technologies on
the African continent,” said Yves Eonnet. “In Eastern
Africa, more than 40% of adults pay their invoices
using a phone, compared to 2% on average worldwide. Africa—that moved to mobile phone technology directly, having skipped the landline transitory
stage—now leads the West in the digital banking
sector. The continent is a model.” TagPay does not
rule out the possibility to give Western banks and
start-ups the opportunity to benefit from its experience in Africa nor from its technologies.
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“One of the first lessons we can probably learn from
this is to entrust one’s IT infrastructure to a hosting
service provider rather than self-managing datacenters, as has always been the case in the banking
world,” said Laurent Allard, CEO of OVH, who spoke
at the TagPay World Conference in Paris on September 20th, 2016. “TagPay’s technology, coupled with
OVH’s Cloud, led to a significant decrease in the cost
of entry for the new players wishing to offer banking services. The banking fortress is being besieged!
However, banks are not the only ones in this situation.
Today, there are still 10 times more infrastructures

found in company datacenters (legacy) than inside
hosting service providers’ datacenters. In fact, the
transition to the cloud is only in its early stages, but
we have taken a decisive first step. Not long ago, IT
departments—especially in banks—used to see us
as their number one enemy. Today, they consider us
an ally since we allow them to increase the added
value of their work and stay ahead in the race for innovation that has become the rule in most sectors.”
This onward rush is now global. Isn’t Nairobi called
the African Silicon Valley after all?
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IoT/Smart City
What if smart cities, full of technologies,
were missing an essential component:
social cohesion? Will the future of IoT be
shaped by consumer equipment or the
sensors deployed to improve the maintenance of railway and electrical power
infrastructures? In the era of connected
devices, are spreadsheets still the best
way to manage a company’s tangible
assets? Mon p’ti voisinage, Intesens and
BulbThings all have an answer.
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MON P’TI VOISINAGE

monptivoisinage.com

Mon P’ti voisinage has already
attracted nearly 100,000 users in France!

A local
social network
The cities of tomorrow will be intelligent. Mobility, energy, waste
disposal, and building management… New technologies will
improve the quality of “services” offered by cities. But this
concept of Smart City often fails to take into account an essential element: the human. At a time when the idea of a
sharing economy is more and more attractive, Mon P’ti voisinage
is reintroducing the values of sharing and solidarity within cities.
S TA R T U P S U P P O R T E D B Y O V H . C O M D I G I TA L L A U N C H PA D
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The startup Mon p’ti voisinage was created in February 2014 in Rennes, France, a city that has been
dreaming of the smart city for several years. “From
Rio de Janeiro to Barcelona, each city has its own
definition and model,” explains Norbert Friant, head
of the Digital planning and uses department of
Rennes Métropole. “In Rennes, we are also trying to
create ours.” In making the city’s data available (open
data) and inviting its citizens to come up with new
uses for the data within a Fablabs network, the city is
developing an original model based on the collective
appropriation of technologies.

Aggregating collaborative services
Very complementary to this approach, the Mon p’ti
voisinage project uses web technologies to rebuild
social link within cities and promote the adoption of
more responsible modes of consumption by linking
residents across the neighborhood. Imagine a platform which presents the playful and practical aspects
of Facebook (organization of events, instant chat and
groups centered around interests) and aggregates
the best online collaboration services, from OuiStock
to Drivy (car rental between individuals). Add a layer
of security (cooptation between neighbors or verification of postal address of new registrants), connect
local shopkeepers or public services to this social
network… and you get a service which has already
attracted nearly 100,000 users in France.

“Sharing and solidarity
are key – but often forgotten –
aspects of the Smart City
concept.”
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Mon P’ti voisinage uses
web technologies to rebuild
the social link within cities
and promote the adoption
of more responsible modes
of consumption by linking
residents across
the neighborhood.
Users involved in their community are aware of the
substantial savings afforded through carpooling with
their neighbors, exchanging tools and services or
organizing group purchases. Mon p’ti voisinage,
which makes an online “collaborative calculator”
available, believes that a family could save more than
€500 per month! This is pretty convincing for those
who doubt the real impact of these new ways of
consumption.
The startup, assisted by MAIF insurance, which also
believes in the aggregation of collaborative services
on a single platform, attracts developers, like Bouygues Real Estate. “Today, when a real estate agency
sells a dwelling, it not only delivers an apartment or
house, but a complete framework for living. A service like Mon p’ti voisinage is an essential element
in this framework of living,” says Alexis Urien, Mon
p’ti voisinage CTO and associate. Through partnerships with these types of players along with local
businesses and collaborative services offered on
the site, Mon p’ti voisinage can provide free access
without any ads to its users.
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Behind the Scenes

An infrastructure entirely based
on OVH.com Public Cloud
Hosted by OVH since its launch, the application first
relied on VPS. Mon P’ti voisinage’s entry into Digital
Launch Pad, the program that supports startups and
started by OVH in September 2015, allowed P’ti voisinage to benefit from technical support, as well as
credits to optimize its infrastructure.
Faced with significant growth in users and large load
fluctuation throughout the day, they now employ
Public Cloud instances to host its social network. A
well suited choice explains Alexis Urien, “The Public
Cloud meets our needs for scalability and elasticity,
with excellent performance and very easy use. Managing servers is not at the heart of our business and
the added value of my work lies in innovation on our
web platform, directly towards the service of our users. More importantly, OVH can guarantee that our
users’ data is hosted in France.” Data confidentiality
is a key subject for the startup, which is working on
implementing Open Street Map services to free itself
from the use of Google Maps for geolocalization of
neighbors.
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From trials at the Toulouse station
to deploying across the entire
French rail network

I N T E S E N S

Maintenance of a rail network has always required
on-site inspections. In particular, agents verify the
state of the catenary to prevent ruptures (around 400
occurrences a year). This work is tedious because of
the size of the infrastructure – around 30,000km of

intesens.com

tracks make up the French network, half of which are
electrified – but also dangerous. The agents working at a height are nicknamed “squirrels” for a reason. To assist its squirrels, spare users from delays
resulting from this type of damage, and save money
(the cost of repairing broken catenary is not insignificant), in 2014, SNCF launched a challenge, as part
of its open innovation approach, aimed at developing a technological device to assist in maintenance.

French IoT
on the right track
Situated in the heart of the IoT Valley near Toulouse, the startup,
Intensens has been selected by SNCF to deploy on a large scale
connected sensors on its railway equipment. In the energy sector, Intesens collaborates with RTE and Enedis (formerly ERDF)
to monitor power grids. What is the secret of this small team?
Coming from the world of industrial maintenance, they understand perfectly the requirements for managing infrastructures
and have realized very early on the potential of low bandwidth
networks such as Sigfox.
S TA R T U P S U P P O R T E D B Y O V H . C O M D I G I TA L L A U N C H PA D
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Intesens proposed to place connected sensors on
the cable’s counterweights in order to monitor mechanical tension remotely, using a web platform to
aggregate the data transmitted by the devices via
Sigfox’s low bandwidth network. What if an anomaly is detected? An alert is sent instantly to rail track
maintenance workers. So rather than inspecting
tracks, agents can focus on the job that has the most
added value—preventative maintenance and repairs.
Attracted by the concept, SNCF deployed the device
in the Toulouse-Matabiau station in order to perfect
it (reduce the number of false alerts) in collaboration
with Intesens. SNCF initiated a genuine partnership
with the startup that had also successfully experimented with other devices in the railway sector, like
sensors that measure rail temperature (in the summer, overheating causes rails to expand, requiring a
reduction in train speed) and others that measure rail
deformation to evaluate the weight of trains. To ‘fast
track’ innovation with its partner, at the start of 2016,
SNCF even installed one of its teams in IoT Valley… a
site that is also home to the IoT-dedicated low bandwidth pioneer, Sigfox.
“The pilot projects conducted in the
Midi-Pyrénées region have been conclusive,” explains Mathieu Sacrispeyre,
Intesens CEO. These projects proved the reliability
of the devices, but also and above all, the return on
investment that the SNCF can expect. Our solution
permits the optimization of maintenance; technicians move only when it is necessary. And there is
significant improvement in the availability of the
equipment being monitored.” The deployment of
sensors on 100,000 counter-weights can pay for
themselves if they prevent just one or two breaks in
the centenaries. Astonishing!
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“Therefore, in 2017, we are going to increase the
scale and number of sensors deployed on the entire
French rail infrastructure, representing tens of thousands of devices.”

France has a head start in IoT
Its empirical findings regarding the value of IoT in
the industrial world led Intesens to take the same
approach within the energy sector, thereby collaborating with RTE and Enedis on the prevention of cable

ruptures and the monitoring of the generators that
supply electricity to users during periods of network
maintenance. “We are lucky in the fact that in the area
of IoT, and in particular IoT used for industrial maintenance (which tomorrow will constitute an essential
part of all connected devices), France has a considerable head start. On one side, some of the technologies are French, like the Sigfox and LoRa networks. On
the other side, companies like SNCF and Enedis have
made early plans for their businesses to enter into
the digital era and have invested heavily. The companies we work with are smart enough to understand
that if the solutions developed in partnership with
us spread in Europe and throughout the world, then
they will be certain to sustain them, to see continuous
improvement and lower costs.” Intesens is already in
discussion with other European railway operators...

intesens.com

The startup, which will exceed a million in turnover in
2016 and has doubled its workforce in a year, reaching 20 employees, has other projects in the pipeline.
“When there is a return on investment, a proven
usefulness or if the connected sensor permits for
example to satisfy regulatory constraints, the usages
of connected sensors are just about endless. In the
area of the smart city, we equip elevators, escalators,
water pumps… and most recently, backup battery
power supplies installed on critical equipment.” And
for those who remain skeptical when faced with the
initial investment in the acquisition and installation of
connected sensors, Intesens has even developed a
financing option that is rare in the area of IoT: leasing.
Innovation is seldom only a story of technology.

Behind the Scenes

What if an anomaly is
detected? An alert is sent
instantly to rail track
maintenance workers.
So rather than inspecting
tracks, agents can focus on
the job that has the most
added value–preventative
maintenance and repairs.
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A scalable infrastructure
thanks to Public Cloud
To collect, process and exploit – in the form of alerts
and/or graphics – the data transmitted by the connected sensors, Intesens has built a scalable infrastructure on OVH.com Public Cloud. “Historically, we
have a dedicated server on which we host specific
applications developed for certain customers. In addition, we have constructed two environments, one
for production and another for pre-production, hosted in two remote datacenters. We find, for each of
the environments, a classic architecture: load balancing, front-end server, back-end server and database
server (PostGreSQL).

To meet specific processing requirements or sudden increases in load, we add instances on-demand.
To improve and secure communications between
instances, in the very near future, we plan on using
the vRack private network solution offered by OVH.
Today, it is mostly the web application we have developed that is being used. But recently we have seen an
increase in the use of our API, which makes it possible to interconnect the data of the existing information systems of our customers, intensify. Public Cloud
permits us to easily adapt to these changes.”
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B U L B T H I N G S

SME physical asset
management in
the age of data mining
and IoT
The London start-up, BulbThings, has developed an application
which is able to manage any kind of non-financial asset, from
company vehicles to projectors, through to office chairs and
medical equipment in hospitals. In the firing line: Excel files and
the waste caused by equipment whose usage goes unmonitored.
By exploiting data mining and IoT, BulbThings aims to revolutionise asset management.
S TA R T U P S U P P O R T E D B Y O V H . C O M D I G I TA L L A U N C H PA D
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“A company’s physical asset management can be a source
of cost savings. Identifying any under-used asset, redundancy,
undersized equipment that costs a lot to repair, knowing if
a guarantee covers faulty equipment… in short, monitoring
the life of assets and the costs associated with their use, may
be very useful for a company.”
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“Meeting a business’s needs with
the technology of today and tomorrow.”
In the IT world, the buzzwords never stop rolling in,
and in their wake they leave behind a multitude of
start-ups whose projects are often hard to understand from a user’s point of view, and whose main
feature is that they use the latest up-to-the-minute
technologies. At BulbThings, it’s the opposite. “At the
root of BulbThings,” explains Leslie Depond, CEO
of the start-up and former consultant at Accenture
and PwC, “there is an actual business need, identified
somewhat fortuitously by Yann Depond [her husband

and co-founder of the company, ed.]. Previously the
head of a software publisher, specialising in corporate
fleet management, Yann realised that users often
applied the solution to other types of equipment, in
addition to cars. The ability to combine all of a company’s assets in a single platform is highly sought-after.” While all companies are subject to physical asset inventory and assessment, SMEs very often lack
the means to handle these accounting obligations.
This is why asset management often comes down
to more or less frequently updating an Excel spreadsheet. “However,” suggests Leslie Depond, “a company’s physical asset management can be a source

of cost savings. Identifying any under-used assets,
redundancy, undersized equipment that costs a lot
to repair, knowing if a guarantee covers faulty equipment… in short, monitoring the life of assets and the
costs associated with their use, may be very useful
for a company.” These are tasks that can’t be left
to a spreadsheet. “The project that we launched in
closed beta, last May, for 200 handpicked users, is
an online platform that enables you to monitor any
kind of professional equipment and to optimise
the costs of holding assets and ROI, using dashboards, warning systems, reminders, reporting, etc.”
It is a platform that knows how to collect and use

bulbthings.com

data sent by the objects themselves, when they are
connected natively or equipped with sensors and
other iBeacons. Tomorrow the platform will be able
to issue recommendations based on comparisons
with other companies’ assets, through data mining.

“Companies have a practical
approach to IoT–they are
ready to invest as long as there
is a return on investment.”

Behind the Scenes

BulbThings combines dedicated servers
and Public Cloud for scalability
By the end of 2016, the BulbThings app will leave
beta and become available to all users wanting to
test this innovative and free asset management
solution (for advanced features such as the mobile
application which lets asset users, including drivers,
view their data and collaborate with the manager,
you have to switch to the paid version). This is why
Stéphane Mariel, CTO of BulbThings, is working hard
to build a scalable infrastructure, which is elastic (in
anticipation of peak loads associated with the end of
the month and the annual balance sheet), while also
being highly available (users often ask for a DRP for
this type of critical application) without latency issues, and accessible from any corner of Europe.
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“We naturally turned to OVH.com because it offers
ideal solutions to our scalability problem. With the
Public Cloud running under OpenStack, we can deploy instances on-demand to enhance the resources of our dedicated servers, which absorb reference
traffic. Eventually, these servers can be spread across
different OVH datacentres throughout the world,
and be linked to a CDN attached to object storage.
Thanks to the support offered under the OVH Digital
Launch Pad programme, which we joined recently,
we are currently refining our infrastructure so that
tomorrow we will be able to concentrate on one thing
alone: how our product is received by the market”!
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IoT: Partnerships with professional
equipment manufacturers as opposed
to new proprietary standards
Although BulbThings is convinced of the rise of IoT in
the upcoming years, the start-up has so far not chosen to base their business model on the design and
supply of sensors. “Our strategy is not to create new
sensors, or new proprietary standards, but to build
partnerships with equipment manufacturers, in order
to use data which has already been collected by the
objects themselves and/or connect them directly to
our platform. For example, there is no need to add
sensors to a printer, which already collects the usage
data that we need, or to reinvent the wheel in order
to create connected cars when connected devices
that plug into your car’s diagnostic port already exist.
From the manufacturers’ point of view, being compatible with our platform is a selling point: our asset
tracking solution is seen to provide their product with
added value. In the future, manufacturers will be able
to embed their own applications into this eco-system,
using our API”. This strategy has already convinced
the Renault-Nissan alliance, which acquired a stake
in BulbThings through its subsidiary RCI Bank and
Services: “40% of vehicle registrations in the European market are made by companies. This is often
their first item of expenditure, and through the BulbThings solution, RCI Bank, which commercialises
professional car leasing, offers customers a turnkey
solution: the car plus the fleet management tool”.
However, BulbThings is not purely focused on IoT.
“Not all equipment is ready to be connected yet.
Companies have a practical approach to IoT: they are
ready to invest as long as there is a return on invest-
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ment. However, just to get real-time usage or location
data, some equipment is not worth adding a sensor
(iBeacon, for example) to”. BulbThings has therefore
chosen to design a platform open to all technologies,
including QR codes, which are useful for the inventory needs of inexpensive assets.

A freemium model and a roadmap
focused on analytics
Housed in the Digital Greenwich building, a British
organisation dedicated to innovation and the smart
city in particular, BulbThings takes advantage of its
London office to attract talented developers and data
scientists from all over Europe. “Today, the added value of our application lies in its simplicity, the fact that
it is open to all data sources (from IoT to invoices
and contracts scanned by the user), and its intuitive
nature. Tomorrow we believe the battle is going to
play out in the field of analytics: understanding how
to make the best use of all this data in order to support businesses in their physical asset management
decisions, to provide them with a real virtual fleet
manager.”

“This strategy has already
convinced the Renault-Nissan alliance, which acquired
a stake in BulbThings
through its subsidiary RCI
Bank and Services.”
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Mobility
Global warming is a serious threat. One
would expect non-polluting means of
transportation—such as cycling or walking—to be promoted in cities. However,
as far as town and country planning is
concerned, the only ones considered are
often the ones we have figures for: car
drivers. Eco-Counter intends to put an
end to this absurd logic.
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Mobility

eco-compteur.com

E C O - C O M P T E U R

Cyclists and
pedestrians are
no longer left behind
when it comes to
transport planning
For the past 15 years, devices designed by the French company
Eco-Counter have been relentlessly counting bikes and pedestrians. They work with a lot of accuracy and in all types of configurations, whether it’s on a hiking trail, an important tourist site, or a
bike path in New York or Montreal. This article is about the world
leader in counting systems designed for soft transportation.
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“If you can’t measure something, you can’t understand it. If you can’t understand it, you can’t control it.
If you can’t control it, you can’t improve it.” This quote,
which can be attributed to an American engineer specialized in quality control, has logically become the
mantra of several managers. What’s more surprising
though is the way in which Eco-Counter has applied
this tenet to promote walking and biking around the
world, and improve infrastructures dedicated to these
non-polluting means of transportation.
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Mobility

Measuring leads to better
decision-making

What would be better than
reliable and accurate soft
traffic figures to assess the
relevance of a biking trail,
optimize a path taken by
visitors in a public space or
a downtown area, argue in
favor of developing a site, or
even demand its protection?
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Jean Milon, who started his career in R&D at France
Télécom has always been a militant for nature conservancy. In 1998, while working on a restoration site
located near a path along the shoreline, he became
interested in the reliability of soft traffic figures collected in an outdoor environment, and put together
the first prototype of what his son Christophe very
aptly named an “eco-counter”.
The company was created a few months later. The
project received a warm welcome from the town of
Perros-Guirec and subsequently from the General
Council of Côtes d’Armor. Indeed, what would be better than reliable and accurate soft traffic figures to
assess the relevance of a biking trail, optimize a path
taken by visitors in a public space or a downtown
area, argue in favor of developing a site, or even demand its protection? Organizations managing natural outdoor spaces were amongst the company’s first
customers and were rapidly joined by communities
and towns eager to better manage their bike paths
and urban pedestrian areas.
Today, the company has 50 employees and is overseeing 12,000 counters spread out all over the world
thanks to an efficient distribution network and a
branch in Montreal, Canada. The success of the original technology developed by Eco-Counter has gone
well beyond French borders, to the point where the
French market now only accounts for a small part
of its revenues, 75% result from exports to Northern
Europe, Pacific Asia and North America.

eco-compteur.com

when it comes to soft mobility, land managers and
urban planners have turned a blind eye for too long.
Historically, decision-makers have resorted to carrying out counting campaigns using human observers
and the results would then be extrapolated in order to
obtain soft traffic figures. This method was costly and
rather unsatisfying, if only because weather conditions during the campaign could skew the results. “By
systematically counting and cross-referencing these
data with other factors like the weather, the results we
get are a lot more relevant in terms of understanding
how infrastructures are used,” says Laure Doidi, Analyst at Eco-Counter.
“Technically,” explains Mathieu Rougeolle, Hardware
Product Manager at Eco-Counter, “it is a lot more difficult to count pedestrians, cyclists or even horseriders, who aren’t passing by as regularly as vehicles on
a main highway, are crossing each other on a single
path, and cannot be recognized based on their weight.”
So Eco-Counter designed sensors capable of adapting to all possible configurations and accurately
counting the various types of users. Detecting cyclists is done by using inductive loops that recognize
the metallic signature of a bike, or pneumatic tubes
sensitive to the pressure induced by a passing bike.
As for counting soft traffic on a multi-usage path
(pedestrians, riders, cyclists…), a pyroelectric sensor
is used. “These technologies are systematically combined with patented algorithms (ARGO, ORION and
SIRIUS), allowing us to exclude any means of transportation we don’t want to record.”

Decision-makers have long turned a
blind eye when it comes to soft mobility

A technology 100 % made in France,
from hardware to software

Counting cars travelling down a road is an art that
has been mastered for a long time. That being said,
it has been constantly evolving through the arrival of
systems that are becoming more and more sophisticated and are now able to differentiate several types
of vehicles, measure their speed, etc. Conversely,

Eco-Counter’s operations have taken a strategic turn
over the past few years. “First, we were hardware
manufacturers,” adds Mathieu Rougeolle. High-end
equipment, entirely designed and manufactured
in France, by Eco-Counter’s teams in their Lannion
workshop.
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Mobility

“Each unit represents several days of work, from assembling the electronic components to the possible
‘dressing’ of the device which can be customized, as
is the case with Eco-TOTEMs. Aside from counting,
the purpose of these devices is to encourage biking
or walking by illustrating the number of passers-by
in the form of a gauge.” But for some time now, the
traffic analysis software developed by the company
(Eco-Visio) has been an ever-growing part of the
solution’s added value. “Our counters were originally
equipped with nothing but a Bluetooth communication system. Thanks to a dedicated mobile application, our customers could collect the data and visualize them within a dashboard or export them. We’ve

progressively equipped our counters with 2/3 G
modems that transmit data through GPRS networks
so our clients no longer need to move.” The result:
users spend more time examining streams reproduced in chronological intervals within their dashboard, tallying data and interpreting them based on
various factors: temperature and precipitation are
two of course, but so are events organized across
the city, incidents occurring on public transit, time of
year, number of tourists, etc. “Some users are even
starting to integrate the data within their own applications, thereby encouraging us to develop an API
to make things easier. Today, even if our R&D is still
very much focussed on designing new products and

Behind the Scenes

Why Eco-Counter is counting
on the Private Cloud from OVH.com
“Historically, we’ve built our infrastructure using dedicated servers,” tells Mathieu Rougeolle, Hardware
Product Manager at Eco-Counter. “Then we discovered OVH.com Private Cloud and adopted it in order
to get a fully scalable R&D environment. Creating
VMs and applying a specific configuration is indeed
quicker than ordering a physical machine and configuring it only for testing. We then became interested
in the features of the vSphere hypervisor by VMware
which, combined with the natively redundant design
of OVH.com Private Cloud, facilitates the use of a
highly available and secure infrastructure through a
VLAN. And this is why we’re in the process of importing the first two tiers of our architecture to Private
Cloud, meaning the HAProxy load balancers and the
application server (which runs the Eco-Visio applica-
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tion), as well as the future API server and the server
hosting our reseller tools. Our databases (MySQL at
the moment, but we might eventually do a split so we
can use unstructured databases of the NoSQL type)
are still being hosted on dedicated servers linked to
Private Cloud through vRack, with geographically distant master and slave (respectively hosted in Montreal and Strasbourg, plus a backup in Roubaix). In the
medium term, we’re considering hosting our entire
infrastructure on Private Cloud, and even duplicating
this solution over several continents in order to get
as close as possible to our customers and offer them
the best loading times possible when they connect
to their dashboard. And that’s the reason why we’re
glad we can rely on the presence of OVH in North
America and soon in Pacific Asia.”
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improving existing ones, we’re investing massively in
the development of our application which we’re also
fully recoding in HTML5. From hardware design, our
business is naturally moving towards software development”, says Séverine Bernard, Marketing Director
at Eco-Counter. This evolution is what makes the implementation of a solid and highly available computer infrastructure so crucial. (See left page)

A world leader who became
a key player in soft mobility
Eco-Counter’s customers are not the only ones mining data collected by field devices. The company itself regularly aggregates these data to present the
“Worldwide Cycling Index”. At the beginning of 2016,
this index allowed the company to record a 3% increase in bike traffic between 2014 and 2015. The
calculation was based on more than 218 million bike
routes compiled by 1,490 counters spread across 17
countries. This analysis showed that biking has progressed in France by 2% during that time, following
a dramatic 10 % increase between 2013 and 2014.
However, there is still a long way to go to catch the
peloton made up of other European countries such
as Denmark, Sweden, Finland or Germany, which all

eco-compteur.com

have a significant lead in that regard. “Our position as
world leader in counting equipment for soft traffic allows us to build a unique database capable of helping
decision-makers, journalists and citizens shed some
light on these questions and sort out all the information that’s been thrown at them. Who could have predicted that Spain, Switzerland, Finland, Canada and
the United States would one day show the strongest
increase in bike traffic,” says Laure Doidi.
If these figures can be used to improve transportation policies, they definitely represent a powerful
communication tool for Eco-Counter and its clients.
Letting numbers do the talking is good. Using them
to get people to talk about soft mobility is even better.
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Tourism/Culture
Today, we rent out our house online
with Airbnb. Why not make our garden
available to campers? When having
free time to fill, should we have to waste
time looking for something to do?
Celebrities have always attracted brands.
Do they now have to let social networks sell their image? The projects of
Gamping, Mapado and Vippter are going
to surprise you.
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G A M P I N G

Wilderness
camping in gardens
Since 2013, Gamping has been connecting thousands of property owners with campers, looking for somewhere to pitch their
tents. The Airbnb of camping is now making its way across
Europe.

One summer’s evening, Joseph Leopold returned
from his holiday to find himself stuck outside his
house without his keys. There was no one home and
it’s not like Joseph to break into a house. Instead, the
holiday-maker decided to set up his tent between the
vegetable garden and the patio.
“To my great surprise, I had an enjoyable night. I ate
tomatoes from the garden, was able to connect to
my home Wi-Fi, I was on private land where I was
allowed to be! What a life!” Joseph was used to wild
camping during his holidays.
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The problem is that in his home country of France, as
in plenty of other foreign countries, this type of vacation is not really tolerated and often forbidden. “Each
time, we would find ourselves in places with no official camping zones, so we would just sleep. We were
used to being woken up every morning by the police.”
It was during his night camping in the garden that he
came up with the idea for Gamping, a website which
advertises thousands of private spaces which owners
have agreed to rent to campers for a few days.
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”In fact, we tend to deal with young couples who used to go
off camping together in the wilderness with a backpack.
The years have passed, these couples have had children and
leaving on the spur of the moment has become more difficult.”
Counting over 25,000 members, Gamping has
already taken several thousands of reservations
in 2016. A new associate has also just joined the
company to assist with expansion to new countries,
including Spain and Italy. “The idea is not so much
to offer locations all over Europe and the world, but
to attract customers from English speaking countries
to France. This is why we quickly translated our entire website into English, to avoid missing out on this
growing market,” explains Joseph.

When Gamping ran on
an OVH.com web hosting package
After completing a master’s in entrepreneurship,
in 2013, Joseph registered the gamping.fr domain
name, chose an OVH.com Shared Hosting plan and
quickly developed the first draft of his website. He
then contacted the first property owners over the
phone and in a few weeks he was able to offer about
40 locations across France. By chance, a journalist
from the French daily newspaper “Le Parisien” contacted him, interviewed him and published a fullpage spread in the paper’s national edition the following day. During that same summer, Gamping was
featured on Europe 1, a leading French radio network,
and on two big French TV channels: France 2 and M6.
In the following weeks, the website was flooded with
visitors and this took its toll. Designed very quickly,
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Gamping and camping:
two concepts at odds with each other?
and based on WordPress, the site had trouble dealing
with the increasing volume of traffic.
In December, Gamping welcomed its co-founder,
Louis-Xavier Vignal, from Netvibes. He is also a keen
traveller, but above all an outstanding developer. Together, Joseph and Louis-Xavier managed to build the
second and current version of Gamping which is more
fluid and clear. Also, “the increase in traffic on gamping.fr made optimising the site a real priority, and we
managed to do this quite quickly”. Since then the website has worked perfectly, even in the summer time.
In recent years, the website which matches campers
to owners has witnessed impressive growth, partly
due to the constant media attention, but also (and
mainly) because of the flawless service.
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Surprisingly, Gamping has not overshadowed traditional camping. After several months running the
business, the Gamping team realised that they were
mainly targeting a new type of clientele, which the
traditional camping industry had not yet focused on.
“In fact, we tend to deal with young couples who used
to go off camping together in the wilderness with a
backpack. The years have passed, these couples have
had children and leaving on the spur of the moment
has become more difficult,” explains Joseph. Gamping offers a safe setting allowing hikers and travellers
to know where they will spend the night before they
set off. The startup’s website also contains additional
details about the surroundings of the venues provided: Wi-Fi, toilets and kitchen facilities are usually

available to campers. Owners who rent out part of
their garden may well be tempted to cross the line
and transform what was a secondary occupation into
a proper camping business.
The startup has found the solution: “We do not allow
rental for more than three consecutive or discontinuous months over one year, in accordance with
regulations, and we spend a lot of time moderating
the different ads, to remove those from professional
campsites for example. Moreover, all users are asked
to rate the property owners. This means we easily
detect owners who are trying to take advantage of
Gamping by pushing offers which they shouldn’t.”
This rather strict policy, and the fact that their prices are well below €21 (the price per night charged
in average by French campsites), has ensured the
startup’s success. Over the summer Gamping has
continued to experience significant success, not only
throughout the gardens and meadows of France, but
also in the global media, which is now paying close
attention to it.

Gamping has already
attracted 25,000 members!
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Behind the Scenes

How Gamping handles sudden
increases in traffic
Today Gamping uses a So You Start dedicated server
with optimised RAM and CPU as well as two Public
Cloud instances for sandbox and continuous integration environments. With So You Start, Gamping
benefits from the best price/performance ratio to
perfectly meet its needs. In the summer season, the
website gets between 3,000 and 4,000 unique visitors per day. Sudden increases in traffic due to media
coverage can generate up to 20,000 visitors an hour,
or several thousands of simultaneous visitors.
Gamping has (practically) never crashed during
media coverage. Without intervention from the tech
team, the server can handle up to 1,000 simultaneous visitors, which is roughly the volume of traffic
triggered by being featured on a morning TV show,
regional news or BFMTV (a 24-hour rolling news
channel). However, for spots on major TV shows like
“Capital”, Gamping uses a CDN to handle the entire
traffic for the purely static part of the website. This
technique gives the startup peace of mind that its
homepage will remain accessible. The dynamic pages of the website are served by a temporary domain
pointing towards the So You Start server. After a few
hours, the team returns the DNS configuration back
to normal, while waiting for their next major media
coverage.
Today Gamping is looking to improve its ability to
deal with its ever increasing peaks in traffic. A cache
server allows to serve all static pages coupled with
a specific “TV” mode which can be activated at any
moment. This mode enables additional data caches
for the most popular searches, and disables some
advanced features, including search filters. It can
even stop users’ logs being saved. So far, this new
mode has proved its worth.
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M A P A D O

Generate ideas
for outings that
will please you
Finding an out of the ordinary activity, around your home, during
a business trip or near a resort is not always easy. The reason
for this is that local event agendas are rarely exhaustive, not
always available on mobile devices and even less personalized.
Through machine learning techniques, a startup from Lyon has
begun revolutionizing the way people discover ideas for outings.
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An exhaustive local event agenda
“Just because you have some free time to fill doesn’t
mean you have time to waste,” this sums up the
guiding principle of Mapado.com, cofounded by Jerry Nieuviarts in 2012, twelve years after he launched
Clubic.com (an IT news website bought by M6 Web
in 2008) with four associates.
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Behind the seemingly simple idea of providing a
geolocated agenda of leisure, cultural and sporting
activities (from a Ben Harper concert in London to
an obscure sausage festival in the village of Tarare),
lie a very technical complexity. “The world of event
organizers in the broad sense is highly fragmented.
Combining all of the French and English-speaking
countries that we cover today, we have identified tens
of thousands of sources which generate and/or list
nearly 15 million events.” To extract this enormous
amount of data, Mapado first developed a web crawler, or servers that search the web (and more precisely
the html code of sites) looking for events to index.
These servers are supported
by other machines responsible for doing what we call
web rendering. “To access information that is not found in
the code of the visited pages,
but instead within data bases, these servers mimic the
behavior of a user in a web
browser, for example by selecting a date in a calendar.”
There are two groups of
servers that round out this
impressive
infrastructure.
“A cluster is used for data
mining: removing duplicate
data and overlapping information originating from
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different sources to assure that information such as
event location, time and rate is 100 percent reliable.
As for the second cluster, it is responsible for sorting
and enriching: classifying events by category and by
location and adding metadata to provide the most
relevant recommendations.” In total, 20 OVH.com
servers work day and night to provide web users with
accurate information at the right moment. The JCDecaux group provides Paris and Nice residents with
interactive terminals installed at public bus stops that
use Mapado exclusively to allow riders to discover local activities.
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An API to increase the usages
of this data repository
Mapado learns your tastes
and connects event organizers
to their public
The business model of Mapado, whose application is
entirely free, is based on a range of services for professionals. “In the same way that it is difficult for you
to find an activity you like near your home, it is just as
difficult for event organizers to know who to target.
Mapado tries to predict what users like, search after
search, to offer adequate choices according to previous interests for suggested activities. By becoming a
ticket broker, with a smartphone application (Mapado Scan), we enable professionals to showcase their
events to an audience with a probable interest and
we receive a commission on the ticket sales.”
Today there are more than 5,000 event organizers
using the platform. They enrich Mapado’s listing of
events (if Mapado’s automated system has not already detected the event) and provide updates. Organizers also benefit from having their event information posted across multiple platforms, up to 50
online event agendas at no cost. For those that wish
to reach the largest audience possible, a premium
service is also offered. Some others using the ticketing system by Mapado include Mini World Park in
Lyon or the French Association of Orchestras, which
brings together some forty orchestras including Radio France’s Philharmonic.

Through one API, Mapado makes it possible for third
parties to exploit its treasure trove, the enormous
data base of events that the startup has built and
structured. “Through this interface, we can for example, provide to local newspapers a stream of regional
and filtered events which allow them to fill their local
agendas.”

In total, at least
20 OVH.com dedicated
servers work day and night
to provide accurate and
up to date information to
web users.
“We have also worked with SNCF (France National
Railways), which was looking to establish a pattern
to model the link between the use of public transport
and organized events within the same area. A lot of
usages for our data have yet to be invented.”
In 2015, the world leader in online reservations,
Booking.com recognized Mapado as being one of the
most innovative startups within the tourism industry.
Wishing to continue this success, Mapado plans on
expanding into the North American market. What’s
the recipe for success? Jerry Nieuviarts may have
revealed the main ingredient in his Twitter account
bio: “One time, you are lucky, two times, you are good.”
Given his successful track record, one is tempted to
add that, “three times, there is a pattern”.
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Behind the Scenes

VPS and Dedicated Servers
To host its web application and to collect, refine and
exploit the volume of data necessary to build its customized agendas, Mapado uses both VPS and dedicated servers. “Our project is particularly resource
intensive (CPU, RAM, and storage). We have many
Nginx web servers, which host our application developed on the Symfony PHP framework. Though, the
most interesting part is found on the side of the back
office. This is where we have deployed 15 servers,
some of which are virtual private servers (VPS), with
multiple IPs, used for crawling the web and some of
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which are dedicated servers used for rendering and
data mining.
We use several different types of data bases: MySQL
(for user accounts and the ticket sales application),
MongoDB (to store events and their metadata) and
Elasticsearch (for search according to events, dates
or keywords). What is it that led Mapado to choose
OVH servers? “The price-performance ratio and also
the tools and services associated with the servers,
starting with the OVH API that we use extensively to
efficiently administer the machines.”
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V I P P T E R

The social network
which brings
together celebrities
and advertisers
What do footballers Luis Figo (Portugal), Fernando Torres, and
Fernando Verdasco (Spain), Spanish actress Paula Echevarría
and Russian tennis player Ana Kournikova have in common?
They all have made the choice to join Vippter, the social network
dedicated to celebrities and their fans, founded by the Spanish startup of the same name. A new genre of social network,
that brings together influencers with advertisers, to increase the
value of their image… all while allowing them to stay in control.
S TA R T U P S U P P O R T E D B Y O V H . C O M D I G I TA L L A U N C H PA D
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Celebrity marketing
in the time of social networks
“Celebrity marketing” is an old technique that has
been around for over 100 years. In 1905, an American
baseball player was the first athlete to be associated
with a sport brand. Since then, the increasing media
coverage of athletes and celebrities in general has
led to widespread contracts between advertisers and
celebrities, giving rise to numerous ad campaigns on
television and print. But in a time of social networks,
which nibble little by little at consumer attention and
weaken the influx of traditional media, the practice of
celebrity marketing must
be renewed to remain effective. Instagram, Twitter,
Facebook, Snapchat… on
social networks, numerous celebrities reveal part
of their private lives, to
the delight of their fans
and the brands which –
voluntarily or not – are
showcased through a post
or a photo in which we see
an item of clothing of a
specific brand, a cosmetic product, a smartphone,
the latest model of a car
manufacturer… From this observation was born the
idea to create a platform to bring together influencers eager to increase the value of their image and
advertisers ready to dip into their wallet to reach a
highly engaged audience - fans. All of this is accomplished by developing tools to help advertisers find
the right influencers respective to their communities’
interests and by providing accurate measurements
regarding a campaign’s effectiveness (which in turn
helps to establish the market value of a celebrity).
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“Celebrities are media which benefit
from the great trust of their audience
and a real power of influence”
Celebrity marketing is being streamlined through social networks and the exploitation of data (big data).
“Previously, a brand would choose an ambassador
according to relatively subjective criteria,” explains
Daniel Fernández Soutullo, co-CEO of Vippter. “By
associating the ambassador with a brand’s logo or
product, they were seen everywhere: on city walls,
magazines, TV… It was very expensive, with a return
on investment that was difficult to measure, unless
a study was funded to
investigate the evolution
of the brand awareness
in question. Today, celebrity marketing is becoming accessible to smaller
brands and it is possible
to make connections between brands and influencers based on more
scientific criteria.

Similarly, it is possible to optimize campaigns with
buttons that lead directly to the e-commerce site of
the highlighted products, or by facilitating the organization of contests or raffles so that celebrities can
reward their fans. Finally, the impact of a campaign
is now accurately measurable. We know how many
people it has reached, how many have interacted with
the post, how many clicked on a link…”
By finding brand ambassadors which are very influential on social networks, Vippter makes it possible
for them to reach an ideal audience. “Fans place
great trust in the posts and suggestions of celebrities
that they choose to follow.”

vipptercom

Vippter has already
117 celebrities on board
and 50,000 fans
whose engagement
attracts brands!
On the other side, there are already 117 celebrities
registered on Vippter who enjoy more freedom than
if they had signed exclusive contracts with brands,
which are sometimes multi-year and often very restrictive. “They accept offers by brands on a case per
case basis. This is a win-win system.” Today there are
50,000 fans that follow the daily adventures of “their
celebrities” on Vippter.

Behind the Scenes

Today, celebrity marketing
is becoming accessible
to smaller brands and it is
possible to make connections
between brands and
influencers based on a little
more “science”.
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Dedicated servers, NAS, Load Balancing IP and VPS
José Manual Rodríguez Pedreira is Vippter’s IT manager. “We are in a development and international expansion
phase. This is why scalability of our infrastructure is an essential point, as well as performance and security. We
have opted for an infrastructure based on dedicated servers on which the load is distributed through employing IP
Load Balancing. These servers are connected to a NAS (to centralize the hosting of static files) and interconnected
through vRack (the machines are thus grouped under the same secure VLAN, providing very low latency). Lastly,
we use VPS for our pre-production environment.”
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D L P

Digital Launch Pad is the OVH.com program
that supports startups.
One year after its creation, 1,200 applications
have been received and over 350 startups,
from OVH’s 16 subsidiaries worldwide, have
already been selected to benefit from longterm support.
You too can join our startup accelerator!
For more information:
https://www.ovh.co.uk/dlp/
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B O O K
There are several ways to change the
world. Launching a business is one
example.
Created in 1999, OVH today has
more than one million customers
worldwide and hosts at least as many
original projects.
Learn about the story of a few of these
projects, some of which are destined
to be game changers.
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